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The Jacobian conjecture in two variables is studied. It is shown that if Age C[x,y] have unit 
Jacobian but C[A g] # C[x, y], then necessarily gcd(deg(f), deg(g)) 2 16. Other restrictions on 
counterexamples are also obtained. The conjecture is equivalent to “If C is the generic curve 
given by the polynomial f(x, y) and dx/f, is an exact differential on this curve, then C has 
genus zero”. 
Introduction 
This article is a description of the approach, in some respects novel, used by this 
researcher in attempts to resolve the Jacobian conjecture. The focus has been 
directed at the two variable case. While some aspects of the approach generalize to 
more variables, sufficient obstacles remain to make the generalization unpromising 
at this time. 
The underlying strategy is the minimal counterexample approach. We assume the 
Jacobian conjecture is false and derive properties which a minimal counterexample 
must satisfy. The ultimate goal is either a contradiction (proving the conjecture) or 
an actual counterexample. A more immediate goal is to produce two polynomials 
f, g such that C [f, g] # C [x, y] while the properties do not rule out J(J g) = 1. Such 
an example might help us to obtain additional properties or to get some idea what 
a true counterexample looks like. 
The primary results of this paper are Theorems 2.5 and 2.23. The first, which I 
believe is new, gives an equivalent formulation of the Jacobian conjecture in two 
variables. (An analogue for more variables should exist.) The new formulation is: 
If C is the generic curve given by the polynomial f(x, y), the differential dx/f 
can only be an exact differential on this curve if C is a genus zero curve. The 
second is: If (J g) comprise a counterexample to the Jacobian conjecture, then 
gcd(deg(f),deg(g))r 16. Nothing like this appears in the literature but results of 
this type are known by Abhyankar and Moh and are easily inferred from their pub- 
lished work. Consequently, the primary contribution of this paper is the method em- 
ployed and not the specific results. 
The primary work to date on lower bounds of degrees for counterexamples is that 
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of Moh [3]. He proved sup{deg(f), deg(g)} > 100. He begins with a number of com- 
putational results, employs a computer search to reduce the problem to four prob- 
lem cases and then develops a reduction of degree trick to rule out these four cases 
by hand. This paper attacks the same problem with a number of computational 
results and a computer search which reduces the problem to exactly the same four 
cases. We do not have an analogue for the reduction of degree trick and do not 
reprove Moh’s result. The similarity in results suggests that the two methods might 
really be the same but they look rather different and I cannot find a translation. 
In Section 1, we explore algebraically the relation between two polynomials whose 
Jacobian is a unit. A number of the results appear in notes by Abhyankar [l]. In 
Section 2, we switch to a geometric approach and derive the results. Theorem 2.23 
is proved by hand but the results after that require a computer search. Section 3 is 
a brief consideration of a particular example. 
The beginning of Section 2 (through Theorem 2.5) is independent of Section 1. 
As this portion of the paper contains most of the new ideas in this paper, including 
Theorem 2.5, it should be the starting place for most readers. 
It is intended that this paper be self-contained. However, we shall not state the 
Jacobian conjecture in full generality nor give an expository presentation. An excel- 
lent presentation appears in the article by Bass, Connell, and Wright [2] and anyone 
interested in the subject should at least read the introduction to that article. 
1. The algebraic approach 
The Jacobian conjecture, as we shall approach it, is the following: Let x,y 
be algebraically independent over 6. If f, g E C[x, y] and fxgy -fygx= 1, then 
C [f, g] = C [x, _Y], or equivalently C(f, g) = C(x, v). 
We shall let L denote the field C(x, y) throughout this paper. 
Definition. A monomial valuation on L is a triple (u, z, w) such that L = C(z, w) and 
u is a valuation on L satisfying (i) u is trivial on C, and (ii) if h E C[z, w], then 
u(h) = inf{ u(z’ wj) 1 z’ wjE supp(h)}. 
Definition. A polynomial h E C[z, w] is called homogeneous (with respect to 
(u, z, w)) if u(zl wj) is constant for all ziwJ E supp(h). 
The leading form of a polynomial is the homogeneous summand of lowest value. 
This generalizes trivially to elements of C[z, w,z-I, w-l]. In general, the leading 
form of an element of C(z, w) will be the quotient of the leading form of its numer- 
ator by the leading form of its denominator. 
Remark. Many of the results in this section can be found in [l] and the ideas behind 
the proofs are the same. However, as our notation is quite different and we need 
a more general form of the results, the presentation here will be thorough. The 
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weights used by Abhyankar are the same as monomial valuations (u,z, w) where 
a=[% WI =a=LGYl. 
Notation. JxJf, g) will denote the determinant of the Jacobian matrix (=f,g,-f,g,). 
We will write J(f,g) when the variables are clear. 
We will use capital letters to denote leading forms; e.g., F will be the leading form 
off. 
Lemma 1.1. Let (u,z, w) be a monomial valuation and f,ge L. 
(0 u(J, ,(.A g))r u(fgzpl w-l). 
(ii) Equhlity holds in (i) es J&F, G) 20. In this case, J&F, G) is the leading 
form of J,,,(f, g). 
Proof. First we claim that if heL, u(h,)?u(hz-‘). Write h= h,/hz with hl, h2E 
C[z, w]. Then h,=(h,)-2(h2(h1)Z-(h2)lh,). So it suffices to prove the claim for 
h E C[z, w]. As u is defined by taking the infimum over monomials in the support 
of h, it suffices to consider the case where h is a monomial. Clearly here either 
h,=O or u(h,) = u(hz-‘). It should be remarked that if h is homogeneous, strict 
inequality is possible only if h,=O. 
If F, G are the leading forms of f, g, then u(f- F)> u(f) and u(g- G) > u(g). 
Considering the fact J(f, g) = J(F, G) + J(f- F, G) + J(f, g - G), the lemma follows 
immediately from the claim. 0 
Lemma 1.2. Let (u,z, w) be a monomial valuation and let F, G be nonzero homo- 
geneous elements of C [z, w, z-l, We’] such that J,,,(F, G) = 0. Then there exists 
a E C such that FvCG) = aG “(F). 
Proof. As the case u(F) = u(G) = 0 is trivial, we may assume u(G) #O. This 
rules out the case u(z) = u(w) = 0; by symmetry, we may assume u(w) #O. 
Let i=inf{s 1 zSw’~supp(F)} andj=inf{s 1 zSw’~supp(G)}. Let u=zaweb where 
(b/a) = u(z)/u(w), gcd(a, b) = 1, and a > 0. Then u(u) = 0 and we can write F= 
z’wkO(u) and G=zjw’Y(u) where O(O)Y(O)#O. 
Now 
0 = J(F, G) = OYJ(z’wk,zjw’)+ OY”J(z’wk,u)+ O’YJ(u,zjw’) 
_ i+j-1 wkf’-‘[(if-jk)OY+(-ib-ka)uOYY’+(al+jb)uO’Y]. 
Since O(0) Y(O)#O, we get il-jk=O and -(ib+ka)OY’+(al+jb)O’Y=O. The 
second condition says -u(F)OY’+ u(G)O’Y=O and so (d/du)(OU(G)/Y”(F))=O. 
Thus O”(‘) = aY “cF) for some a. The condition il- jk = 0 yields (x’yk)“(‘) = (xJy’)“(‘) 
and so the result follows. 0 
With a proof in the same spirit as this one, we now present a technical proposi- 
tion, the value of which shall become clear later. 
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Proposition 1.3. Let s, t, i, j, k, 1, a, b E Z; gcd(a, b) = 1; and u = .zawb. Suppose O(u), 
Y(u) E @[u] with O(0) Y(0) # 0 and 0 $ E. Further assume I,, W(zzw’O, .zk w’ Y) = 
ws(tiwjO)‘. Let y=ib-ja, o1 =a(1 +s)- 6, a2=i(l+s)-j, M=deg 0, N=deg Y, 
a=iI-jk, and a*=(i+Ma)(I+Nb)-(j+Mb)(k+Na). If y#O, then one of the 
following holds: 
(a) o1 ~20. Also, if o1 #O, 0” does not divide Y. 
(b) a#O, a*=O, 0” 1 ‘P, (T~#O, and (a2+a,M)/(-y)=CeZ+. 
(c) a=O, a*#O, @‘-I 1 Y, ~~+a,M#0, and a2/y=C~Zi. 
(d) a=cz*=O, @‘-‘I Y, a2/y~L+, (az+alM)/(-y)eZ+ and alM/(-y)=C~Z+. 
In cases (b), (c), (d), 0 has at most C linear factors (excluding repetition). 
Proof. Let p=al- bk. Using straightforward computation, as in the proof of 
Lemma 1.2, the Jacobian condition in the hypothesis can be rewritten 
Z 
i+kpl wj+l-l[aoy+ yu~yf+pu~~y~ = pwjt+s@. 
If we let D be the largest power such that uD divides [c&Y+ yuOY’+~uO’Y], we 
obtain(i) i+k-l+aD=it and so k=i(t-l)+l-aD, (ii)j+1_1+bD=jt+sand 
so I= j(t - 1) + 1 + s - bD, and (iii) &Y f y&Y’+ flu@‘Y = ~~0’. Of course, 
D = 0 H a #O. Using our first two equations, we can compute 
The proof neatly divides into four cases depending on the values of a and a*. 
Case (a). We first consider the case a@* # 0. Since D = 0, we have c&Y+ 
yu@Y’+pu@‘Y=@‘. Now 
cr* = (i+Ma)(I+Nb)-(j+Mb)(k+Na) = a+ yN+/WI. 
Up to multiplication by the lead coefficients of 0 and Y (Y+ yN+PM will be the 
coefficient of uN+M on the left-hand side of our Jacobian condition and so a*#0 
says precisely that deg(O’) = N+ M, i.e., N= (t - l)M. From this, we may conclude 
that either Y is a scalar multiple of O’-’ or O’-’ does not divide Y. Consider the 
first case. There, @Y’=(t- 1)O’Y. Substituting this and the value of /3 into the 
Jacobian condition, we obtain a@Y f ol ~0’ Y = 0’; thus cr@ + o1 uO’= 60 for 
some scalar 6. This is satisfied when oi = 0 and so o, yr 0, but otherwise yields 
O’/O = (6 - a)/a, u. This indicates 0 is a power of u, a contradiction. So aa*fO 
and or #0 * O’-’ does not divide Y. We now drop the hypothesis that aa*#O and 
consider all cases in which Or-’ does not divide Y. Here 0 has a linear factor (a 
such that p-deg(Y)<(t - l)(p-deg(O)). As v, o deg w + V-W 0 divides UD 0’ _ a@~, it 
must also divide yOY’+ PO’Y. This occurs only when y(p-deg Y) + P(p-deg 0) = 0 
and so y2(p-deg Y) + yb(p-deg 0) = 0. Our inequality now yields y2(t - l)(p-deg 0) + 
yb(p-deg 0) > 0 and so y2(t - 1) + yP > 0. Finally, plugging in for /3, we get cil y > 0 
as desired. 
Simplification for subsequent cases: It remains to show that if aa*= 0 and 
0” 1 Y, then one of cases (b), (c), (d) holds. Here we may reduce to the t = 1 case 
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by replacing zkw’v by z k-(t-‘)i~‘-(f-l)jY~‘-f. The quantities s, i, j, a, b, a, a*, ol, 
a2,M, y are unchanged by this replacement, and those which are do not appear in 
the conclusion. We will denote the new value of N by C. It is easy to see from the 
Jacobian condition c&Y + yuOY’+@O’ Y = uDO that 0 must divide 0’ Y and so 
each linear factor of 0 must divide Y. Thus C= deg Y bounds the number of 
distinct linear factors of 0. Of course, CEZ+. 
Case (b). cx#O, a*=O. With t=l, /?=a1 and a=il-jk=i(l+s-bD)-j(l-aD)= 
a2-yD. Since a#O, D=O and so a2=a#0. Finally 0=a*=a+yN+@4=cr2+ 
yC+a,Mand so C=(a2+alM)/(-y). 
Case (c). a=O, a*#O. Considering the equation c&Y+ yuOY’+~uO’Y=uDO, 
a*#0 says the highest degree terms on the left side do not sum to zero and so 
C=degY=D.PlugginginP=a,anda=o2-yD=a2-yC,O#cr*=cw+yN+PM= 
a2-yC+yC+a,M and so ~~+o,M#0. Also 0=cx=a2-yD=a2-yC says 
c= a2/y. 
Case(d). a=(x*=O. O=a*=a+yN+~M=yC+a,M. So C=-a,M/y. Also 
IX* = 0 3 C > D. As cx = 0, D = a2/y E 27’ and so -0, M/y > 02/y; thus (02 + o, M)/ 
(-y)EZ+. 0 
Remark. The idea for using Proposition 1.3 will be to ask if Y can be found satis- 
fying the Jacobian condition if all other quantities are fixed. If none of the four 
cases is satisfied, the answer is no (the useful answer in the sequel). On the other 
hand, we have not proved the converse and in fact have used so little of our hypo- 
thesis that a stronger result would seem probable at first glance. However, after con- 
siderable study, I now suspect that Proposition 1.3 tells most of the story. 
It will be useful to have a topology on the monomial valuations (u, Z, w) for fixed 
z, w. Associate to u the point (-u(z), -u(w)). Every integral point is thus associated 
to a monomial valuation. The origin corresponds to the trivial valuation and so we 
discard it. Also note that the valuations corresponding to two points on the same 
half-line emanating from the origin induce the same valuation ring. We will call such 
valuations equivalent. Then the equivalence classes of non-trivial valuations cor- 
respond in a l-l manner to the points on the unit circle where the slope is rational 
(a dense set). The usual topology on the circle induces a topology on monomial 
valuations. The points on the circle where the slope is irrational also correspond to 
valuation rings (not discrete ones) in a natural fashion. For the irrational valuations, 
the leading form of any element of L will be a monomial; this means they will not 
be of any real interest. However, including them makes our topological space com- 
pact. We also shall delete those valuations corresponding to the open third quad- 
rant. We do not need them and the deletion yields the property that the intersection 
of two intervals will again be an (possibly empty) interval. Hereafter, we will always 
assume our monomial valuations are equipped with this topology; we will inter- 
changeably refer to the points of this space as valuations, valuation rings, and 
equivalence classes. 
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For any open interval U, there is a ring T(U) which is the intersection of all valua- 
tion rings in U. Each valuation ring can be regarded as a topological ring and so 
can be completed. Let T(U)* denote the intersection of the completions of the 
valuation rings in U. Finally let A(U) be the algebraic closure of L in the quotient 
field of T(U)*. We let A, denote the stalk at u of the presheaf A, i.e., those ele- 
ments in the quotient field of the completion of the valuation ring for u which are 
algebraic over L and which lie in the quotient field of the completion of all valuation 
rings in some neighborhood of u. 
Lemma 1.4. Let (u, z, w) be a monomial valuation and let hl, . . . , h, be a finite set 
of elements of L with u-leading forms H,, . . . , H,, respectively. Then there is an 
open neighborhood U containing u such that for any (u’, z, w) E U and any h; EL, 
the u’-leading form of hi will be the u-leading form of Hi. 
Proof. We can write each hi as a quotient of two elements of C[z, w]. It suffices 
to prove the lemma using these 2n elements in place of our original set. Further, 
if we can prove the result for a single element of C[z, w], we may find U by taking 
a finite intersection of the neighborhoods Vi. So we only need to prove the lemma 
for a single h E C[z, w]. If JZZ, is a monomial in supp(H) and &!, is a monomial in 
supp(h) - supp(H), then we note u’(&,) < u’(M2) for all u’ in an open half-circle 
which contains u. By taking the intersection of the half-circles corresponding to all 
pairs (._M,,J&), we find our open set U. 0 
Lemma 1.5. Let (u, z, w) be a monomial valuation, h EL, H the leading form of h, 
qEZ+, gcd(p,q)=l. Then h(P’q)EA, d HAL. 
Proof. Elements of A, can be regarded as convergent infinite sums of elements of 
L. As such, the concept of leading forms still makes sense. Clearly if g = h(P’q), 
then G=H(P’q) and so H(l’q)~ L. So one implication is proved. Conversely, if 
Hi L, we will show h(l’q)EAo and so h(P’q)EA,. 
We choose an interval U by Lemma 1.4, so that for all U’E U, the u’-leading form 
of h is the u’-leading form of H. Now h=H+h*=H(l+H-‘h*)=H(l+v) where 
u’(p)> 0. Since H has a qth root, it suffices to prove (1 + p) has a qth root. How- 
ever, simply expand (1 + y?)(“q) in a binomial expansion l+ (l{q)u, + (‘$)(a’+ ... . As 
o’(9”) + 03, this series is an element of A,. q 
In general, of course, h will actually have q qth roots, and the notation h(“q) is 
ambiguous. We shall need to make this choice in a consistent manner. Choosing 
h(“q) is the same as selecting an embedding L(h”‘q)) + A,. Then if U is the largest 
interval containing u for which h has a qth root in A(U), this embedding induces 
an embedding L(h(“q’ ) -+ A(U). This gives a consistent choice for h’l’q) for all 
U’E U. We will assume all roots are chosen in this manner. 
Lemma 1.6. If (u, z, w) is a monomial valuation and V, 8 E L(u) are defined by conver- 
gent sequences pn + v, and 0, + 8, then we may define J,, ,(P, 0) = lim J,, ,(ul,,, 4). 
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Proof. Since {p,}, (0,) converge, so do {(lp,),}, {(v,,),}, etc.; the result follows 
trivially. 0 
Lemma 1.7. J(h, h(P’q)) = 0. 
Proof. If pn + /z(~‘~), then 9,” +hP. So as J(h,h”)=O, J(h,@)+ 0. However 
J(h, ID,“) = qpi-‘J(h, 9,) + qh(PPP’q)J(h, h(P’q)) and so the lemma follows. 0 
Proposition 1.8. Let (v, z, w) be a monomial valuation. Assume f, g are limits of 
sequences of elements in C [z, w, z-l, w-l]; in particular the leading coefficients 
F,GEC[Z,W,Z~‘, w-l]. Assume J(f,g)#O and v(f)#O. Let F be a qthpower in L 
(and no higher power) and let K denote the leading form of J&f, g). Then there 
exists g, E C[ f (“q), f +1’q)] such that if h = g -g, has leading form H, we will have 
J(F,H)=K~~~HEC[Z,W,Z-‘,w -l, F-l]. If we additionally require v(f (r’q)) < v(h) 
for all f (r’q) E supp(g,), there will be a unique g,, which we call an approximation 
to g. 
Proof. We weaken the hypothesis slightly to allow g to be a limit of a sequence 
of elements in C[z, w, z-l, w-l, F-l]. We prove the proposition by induction on 
n = v(K) - u(FGz-’ w-l). If n = 0, g,= 0 works. So assume n >O. Then J(F, G) = 0. 
There exists an integer t such that GF’E C[z, w,z-‘, w-l]. As J(F, GF’) = 0, we 
can apply Lemma 1.2 to obtain (GF ) f u(F) = ,Fk’(G) + to(F)). Thus G u(F) = &P(G) and 
so G = ~(l/u(F))F(u(C)/u(~)). (R ecall v(F)=v(f)#O.) As F is a qth power, and no 
more, qv(G)/o(F) will be an integer p and so G has the form pF(p’q). Now let 
g = flf (P/q) and g* = g - ,& 
Observe the following: J(f, g*) = J(f, g), u(g*) > v(g), and u(K) - u(FG*z-’ w-l) < 
n. Moreover, as 2 is a limit of a sequence of elements in C[z, w,z-‘, wP1,Fm’], g* 
will also have this property. So we may apply the induction assumption starting with 
f, g* and obtain go* E QZ[ f (liq), f P(l’q)]. Then g, = g + g,* is the desired element. 
Concerning the support property, we first note that the property J(F,H)=K 
is the same as u(h) = v(Kzw)- v(F). This property is unaffected by terms in 
C[f(l’q), f P(l’q)] with v al ue L v(h) and so we need not include these terms. So there 
exists at least one go satisfying the support property. If there is a second g’, we note 
that v(g, - g’) < u(h) and so v(h) = v(g -g’) = v((g -go) + (go -8’)) < v(h). This con- 
tradiction gives uniqueness. 0 
Remark. While the assumption on f, g was necessary for the existence part of this 
proof of Proposition 1.8, approximations can exist at other times and the unique- 
ness property always holds. 
The next proposition tells when we can employ Proposition 1.8. 
Proposition 1.9. Suppose (v,z, w) is a monomial valuation and h = h,/h, with 
hl, h, E C[z, w]. If Hz is the leading form of hZ, then h is the limit of a sequence of 
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elements of C[z, w,HZW’]. This sequence will converge on an open neighborhood, 
specifically for all valuations for which the leading form of h2 is the leading 
form of H,. If HZ is a monomial, h is the limit of a sequence of elements of 
C[z, w,z-‘3 w-l]. 
Proof. We need to show that for every h4, there exist hME C[z, w, HZ-‘] with 
u(h - hM) > M. We can actually construct hM via a recursive procedure provided we 
can find h*EC[z,w,H;‘] with u(h-h*)>u(h) and h-h*=p,/p2 with p,,p2e 
C[z, w] and P2 a power of HZ. 
Let h*=h,/H2. Then 
h-h*= h,/h,-h,/H, = h,(H,-h,)/h,H, = h((H,-h,)/H,) 
and so 
u(h - h*) = u(h) + u(H* - h2) - u(H,) > u(h) 
since u(H2 - h2) > u(H2). Also P,, the leading form of HZ h2 is Hi. So we have our 
desired h*. Continuing, we find an element p* to approximate p,/p2 and so forth. 
This produces our convergent sequence (h*, h* +p*, . . . ). 
In order to guarantee that our sequence converges for u, we used only one specific 
property of u, the inequality u(H, - h2) > u(HZ). This is precisely the assumption 
that the leading form of hz equals the leading form of H2. So we have convergence 
on the desired set of valuations. By Lemma 1.4, this set is open. The last statement 
is now obvious. 0 
Definition. Using the notation of Proposition 1.9, we say that h has property LDA4 
for u if HZ is a monomial. 
Thus, Proposition 1.9 says we can apply Proposition 1.8 if f, g have property 
LDM for u. 
We now wish to explore how go will depend on u. The statement of the next 
proposition is rather technical. This is unfortunately necessary to deal with the 
situations that shall arise in the next section. We will get some more immediate 
results from this and the next proposition at the end of this section. The somewhat 
contrived hypotheses, especially in part (3), are those needed to get the desired 
results. They will frequently be satisfied in the situations which occur. 
Proposition 1.10. (1) Suppose (u, z, w) is a monomial valuation and 5 is the approxi- 
mation in C[ f (“q) ,f p(“q)] to g. Then there is a neighborhood U of u such that 
for all (u’, z, w) E U, the corresponding approximation T’ = T + TO, where u’(s’ ) > 
u’( f (p’q)) for all f Cp’q) ~supp(r). In other words, the approximation sum r’ begins 
with T but may contain additional terms. 
(2) Using the same notation, if we further assume that u(f) < 0, ws is the u-leading 
form of J(J g), z’wj is the u/-leading form off, and [i(s+ 1) -j][u’(w)u(z) - 
u’(z)u(w)] >O, then z” =O. 
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(3) Use the same notation as (1). Assume f has property LDA4 for v, 
v(f)<O, ws is the v-leading form of J(fg), t’wj is the v’-leading form off, 
[i(s+l)-j][v’(w)v(z)-v’(z)v(w)]<O, [i(s+l)-j]v(w)<O, (1+s)o(w)+v(z)<O, 
and Iv(w)1 #l. Also assume F is not a monomial and i*rO whenever z’*wj*~ 
supp(F). Then r” # 0. Moreover, if [f (p’q) is the leading term of r’, F does not 
have a qth root in C[z, w,z-‘, w-l]. 
(4) Assume we delete the hypothesis Iv(w)1 # 1 from part (3) and the conclusion 
fails. Then F has the form vwC(zwPb - cv)‘. 
Proof. (1) Let F, G denote the v-leading forms off, g respectively. We choose our 
initial U by Lemma 1.4 so that the v’-leading forms F’, G’ off, g are the v-leading 
forms of F, G, so that v’(f) # 0, and so that f, g have property LDM for all u’ # u E U. 
Then T E A(U) and so g - 7 E A(U). Restricting v’ to get the LDM property enables 
us to apply Proposition 1.8 to the pairf, g- r. This yields 5’. If 5’ = 0, then we are 
done; otherwise u’(r”)= v’(g-7). Now we further restrict U to insure that the 
u/-leading form of g - 5 will be the v’-leading form of the v-leading form of g - X. 
Let af (r”) be the leading term of TO, and let H be the u’-leading form of g- r, 
which is also the u/-leading form of af (r”). Then HS is the v’-leading form of a”f r, 
which is the same as the u’-leading form of the u-leading form of a”f’. So 
u(g-r)=u(H)=(r/s)u(f). Suppose f(p’q) E supp(t). Since v’(f) cannot be zero, 
v(f) and u’(f) must have the same sign. As v(f(P’q))<v(g--), (p/q)v(f)< 
(r/s)v(f). Thus (p/q)u’(f)<(r/s)v’(f)= v’(t’) and (1) is proved. 
(2) We assume z” #0 and derive a contradiction. From the proof of (l), we see 
that v(g-~)=(r/s)v(f) and u’(g-r)=(r/s)v’(f). Thus v(g-r)/v(f)=v’(g-T)/ 
v’(f). Now let H denote the v-leading form of g - 5. So J(F, H) = w’. As T’ # 0, 
J(F’, H’) = 0. So, using Lemma 1.1, v(w’) = u(f(g- r)z-‘w-l) and v’(w”) > 
v’(f(g- t)z-‘w-l). Now we simply rearrange to contradict the inequality in the 
hypothesis. u(zw’+l) = v(f(g-r)) = [(r/s)+l]v(f) while u’(zw’+‘)> [(r/s)+l]v’(f). 
Thus, since u(f)<O, v(zwS+l)v’(f)>v’(zw”+l )u(f). Next the assumption that 
z’wj is the v’-leading form off allows us to replace f by zi wj in this inequality and 
we obtain 
[v(z) + (s+ l)u(w)l[iv’(z) + ju’(w)] > [u’(z) + (sf l)v’(w)l[iu(z) + ju(w)]. 
so 
[ju(z)v’(w)+i(s+l)u(w)v’(z)] > [jv(w>v’(z)+i(s+l)v(z)v’(w)], 
and this is just 
[i(s+l)-j][u(w)u’(z)-u(z)v’(w)] > 0. 
This is the desired contradiction. 
(3) Let H be the u-leading form of g-r. By Proposition 1.8, HE C[z, w,z-‘, 
w-l, F-l]. Letting K= F’H for some appropriate t 2 0, we get KE C[z, w, z-l, w-l]. 
As J(F, H) = w’, J(C K) = wSFt. This will enable us to apply Proposition 1.3, but 
first we must synchronize notation. Let ~*=z”(~)w~“(~), S=u’(u*)/lv’(u*)l, and U= 
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(u*)“. So o’(u)>O. Thus F=z’wj@(u) with O(U)E~[[U] -C. In the setting of Propo- 
sition 1.3, a=&(w) and b=-&(z). Thus a,=a(l+s)-~=~[(l+s)u(w)+u(z)] 
and y = ib -ja = -6 [iu(z) +ju(w)] = -au(f). Our hypothesis then says (or 6< 0, 
yS > 0, and a = au(w) < 0. We see immediately that (pi y<O and so case (a) is im- 
possible. To rule out case (b), we shall show (02 + (T, M)/(-y) < 1 and so cannot be 
a positive integer. Since 2zi+aM~j+bM E supp(F), i+ uA420; as a< 0, this yields 
MI i/(-a). Thus 
=6(i(l+s)-j+(a(l+s)-b)i/(-a)) 
=6(i(l+s)-j-i(l+s)+bi/a) 
= S(-j+ b/a) = 6y/a > -6~. 
[Note: the last inequality is the only place we have used the hypothesis lu(w)l # 1, 
i.e., a # - 1. We can still salvage strict inequality for the entire chain if the inequality 
Mr i is strict.] Finally, as -6y < 0, dividing both sides by this quantity reverses the 
inequality. So ((T~+(T~M)/(-Y)<~ and case (b) cannot occur. Thus we must have 
case (c) or (d). Thus il -jk= 0 and since O’-’ 1 Y, we may assume t = 1. Letting 
e=k/i, K=(~‘wj)~Y(u) with Y(O)#O. Then H=KF-’ =(z_~w~)~-~ Y(u)(O(u))-‘. 
So H’=(z’wj)‘-1 Y(O)(O(O))-’ and F’=z’wjO(O). Thus J(F’,H’)=O and so T’ ~0. 
We will prove the second statement by contradiction. Assume F is a qth power; 
then g-r-[f(P’q)EA,. As u(g - T) = u(H) = u(H’) = ~(f(r’~)), u(g - 7 - <_l-(p'q)) L 
u(g-r). However, by Lemma 1.1, 
u(g-T--f@‘@) 5 u(J(f,g-t-if(P’q))zWf~l) 
= u(J(f, g)zwf_‘) = u(g- 5). 
So u(g - T - cf(p’q)) = u(g - z). If we let H* = the u-leading form of g - r - [f(p’q), 
we again obtain J(F, H*) = w’. Exactly as in the previous paragraph, we define 
K*= F’H* and determine the form of K*. As before, we can take t= 1 and 
K*= ($w~)~@(u) with @(O)#O. Because u(K) = u(K*), we get the same e. There- 
fore, (H*)’ = (z’w~)~-’ @(0)(@(O)))‘. But then u’(H*)‘= u’(H’). This yields 
u’(g _ T _ Q-m) - ) - u’(g- z), which cannot happen. So F is not a qth power. 
(4) By the note contained in the proof of (3), the proof will succeed unless i=M. 
However, in that situation, case (b) is a possibility with C= (cr2 + ol M)/(-y) = 1. 
So O(U) must be the ith power of a single linear polynomial. Then we see 
(z’wju’)(u~‘O(u)) will have the desired form. 0 
Proposition 1.11. Let J; g E L. Suppose U is an open interval of monomial valua- 
tions such that for (u,z, w) E U, u(f) -C 0, f g have property LDA4 for u, and the 
leading forms off, g, and J(A g) are independent of the choice of u. Let rk E 
c[f (I/q), f -(l/q)] d enote the uk-approximation to g. If w’, z’wj are the u-leading 
forms of J(f,g), f respectively, and if [i(s+l)-j][ul(w)uz(z)-ul(z)uz(w)]>O for 
some u1,u2~ U, then r2=~1 +T’, where u(~~)>u(f(~‘~)) for all f(P’q)E~upp(rl). 
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Proof. Since 52EA(U)CA,,, the conclusion of the proposition simply states that 
t2 satisfies all the properties of a ur-approximation to g except that it may have 
extra terms. If we let h =g- r2 and Fk, Gk, Hk denote the appropriate leading 
forms, this is precisely the condition J(F,, H,)#O. This is what we shall prove. 
The LDM property allows us to express f as a limit of a sequence of elements in 
C[z, w,z-r w-l]. The LDM property also forces the leading form of the denomi- 
nator to remain constant on U. Thus the sequence does not depend on the choice 
of u. The same holds true for g, fractional powers off, and so also h. The point 
is that the support of h really makes sense and we can compute values by taking the 
infimum over all elements in the support. Since J(F,, H2) = ws and F, = F2 = z’ wJ, 
z’-‘~~~‘~~~supp(H~)~supp(h). So or(h)5(1-i)u,(z)+(l+s-j)u,(w). Now we 
shall assume J(F,, H,) = 0 and derive a contradiction. Necessarily, supp(H,) = 
(z’w’)~ with eEQ, and so there is no equality above. As u,(H,)= u,(h), we have 
eur(f)<(l-i)ur(z)+(l+s-j)ur(w). Thus e>[(l-i)u,(z)+(l+s--j)ur(w)]/ur(f). 
However, since u2(h)5u2(H1), (l-i)u2(z)+(l+s--j)uZ(w)5euz(f), and so es 
[(l- i)u,(z) + (1 +s-j)u2(w)]/u2(f). We combine these two inequalities and mul- 
tiply through by the positive quantity ul(f) u2(f). This yields 
[(l-i)ul(z)+(l+s-j)ul(w>lU2(f)< [(l-i>u2(z)+(l+~-_j)u2(w)Iul(f). 
Now just plug in uk(f)=iuk(z)+juk(w) and simplify. We get 
[(l-i)j-i(l+s-~)l[u,(z)u2(w)-u,(w)u~(z)1 CO; 
thus 
]i(I +s)-_jl]u1(w)u2(z)- ur(z)u2(w)l < 0. 
But this contradicts our hypothesis. 0 
The next theorem seems a little more tangible. It is yet another combination of 
Propositions 1.3 and 1.8. 
Theorem 1.12. Let (u,x, y) be a monomial valuation, u(x) <0, u(y) <O. Assume 
J; g E C [x, y] with J(f, g) = 1. Then either 
(1) F= a”‘@ where a, Q are linear polynomials, or 
(2) F= axM(y+ [,(u(Y)/u(X)) n ) where ~,SE C and u(y)/u(x) EZ, or 
(3) F= dym (x+ (yk'(X)/u(Y)) n ) where <,cSEC and u(x)/u(y)~Z. 
Moreover, m f n. 
Proof. First apply Proposition 1.8. This enables us to find HE C[x,y,x-‘,yP1,F-‘1 
with J(F, H) = 1. For some integer t, F’HE C[x, y,x-‘, yP’1 and J(F, F’H) = F’. 
We may assume gcd(u(x), u(y)) = 1. Choose j= sup{d 1 x’fe supp(F)} and I= 
sup{d / xcyd E supp(F’H)}. Then we have x’yJ E supp(F) for some i. If we let 
a=-u(y), b=u(x), and u=xayb, then F=x’yj@(u) where OEC[U] and G(O)#O. 
Likewise F’H=xky’Y(u). If @EC, then the result holds (Case 1) and so we may 
assume O$ C. Then we may apply Proposition 1.3 with s= 0. 
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Now y=ib-ja=io(x)+ju(y)=u(F)<O and ~,=a-b=-u(y)-u(x)>O. Thus 
o1 y<O and case (a) fails. Also az/y = (i-j)/(iu(x) +ju(y)). This can be a positive 
integer only if i = 0 and u(y) = -1, in which case it equals 1. Also 
(02+cr,M)/(-y) = [(i+Ma)-(j+Mb)]/[-(i+A4a)b+(j+Mb)a] 
can be a positive integer only if j + Mb = 0 and u(x) = b = -1. (Note that i-t 
Ma, j+Mb must be nonnegative.) Again that positive integer must be one. Finally 
aiM/(-y) is the sum of these two integers and so will equal 2 if both are positive 
integers. Thus we have either case (b) or case (c) with C= 1 or case (d) with C= 2. 
First assume case (c). We have i=O and u(y)=-1, so u(y) 1 u(x). Since C=l, 
F= ~y+y”‘“’ +[f. This gives possibility (3). Case (b) is the same as case (c) with 
the variables reversed and leads to possibility (2). Next consider case (d). Since both 
quantities computed above must be positive integers in this case, we must have 
u(x)=u(y)=-1, i=O, and j+Mb=O. Since C=2, FGyj(~y-‘+~,)~(xy-‘+~~)~. 
But m+n=M=j and so we get F=d(x+[,y)“(x+&y)” and possibility (1). 
Finally observe that in all cases, up to change of variable, we have F=xmy”. The 
solution H to J(F, H) = 1 is necessarily H=x’~“y’~“/(m - n). There can be no 
solution when m = n. 0 
Notation. Hereafter, we shall assume J(f, g) = 1 but C[f; g] # C[x, y]. Thus we are 
now assuming the existence of a counterexample to the Jacobian conjecture. 
We are now ready to discuss the support off and the Newton polygon discussed 
by Abhyankar [l]. Let (u,x,y) be the monomial valuation with u(x) = -1, u(y) = -1 
(the degree valuation) and let F be the leading form off. Consider the case where 
F has only one linear factor. Changing variables if necessary, F=dx”. Now f 
cannot be a function of x alone clearly and so if we increase the ratio u(y)/u(x), 
the leading form off will change. This can be regarded as a continuous process and 
for a particular choice of valuation ul, the leading form F, =6x” + 0(x, y), 0 # 0. 
If a= -u,(y) and b= -u,(x), F, =xi@(xa,yb) and a>b. As @ is not homogeneous, 
we must be in case (2) of Theorem 1.12. So F, =/3x’(y+ [x”)j. Replacing x,y by 
new variables x, y + cx’, we reduce the degree off from n = i + aj to i +j. Thus, if 
F has only one linear factor, we can make a change of variable reducing the degree 
off (and likewise g). In a minimal counterexample, F will have two distinct linear 
factors. Changing variables if necessary, we can assume F=cxxDyE. Next we claim 
that y-deg(f) = E (and symmetrically x-deg(f) =D). For otherwise, as before, we 
may increase the ratio u(y)/u(x) until we change the leading form to one given in 
case (2) of Theorem 1.12. However, this leading form will be divisible by yE, and 
this is not allowed in case (2). 
We can plot the support off in the Cartesian plane, plotting the point (k, I) if and 
only if xky’~ supp(f). The constant term will not affect the Jacobian but for con- 
venience we will assume that (0,O) is on the graph. The Newton polygon, denoted 
N(f), is the smallest convex polygon containing the entire graph. Thus far, we know 
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the polygon is contained in the rectangle with vertices (0, 0), (0, E), (0, E), (0, 0). We 
also know from Theorem 1.12 that D#E and so we assume (by symmetry) D> E. 
Next we note that for every monomial valuation (u,x,y), the support of the 
leading form offwill either be a vertex of N(f) or the points along an edge of N(f). 
Conversely, for each vertex or edge, there will be a monomial valuation making the 
vertex or edge correspond to the support of the leading form. If u corresponds to 
an edge, the slope of the edge will be -u(x)/u(y). 
Convention. Our primary concern with N(f) will be with the clockwise path from 
the y-axis to the x-axis. It seems natural to think of this as travelling from left to 
right (although upon reaching (D,E) we are no longer travelling leftward). In this 
manner we will interpret the idea of an edge being left of a vertex or another edge. 
We will refer to those edges and vertices left of (0, E) as the left side of N(f) and 
those to the right as the right side. 
Proposition 1.13. If (f,g) is a minimal counterexample to the Jacobian con- 
jecture, we may assume N(f) is contained in the quadrangle with vertices 
(0, 0), (0, E), (0, E), (D-E, 0). In fact the slope of any edge on the right side is 5 1. 
Proof. First consider the monomial valuation (t/,x, y) given by u’(x) = -1 and 
u’(y) = 0. The leading form off, F’, equals xD@( y). If y does not divide G(y), we 
may make a change of variable, replacing y by y - [, to make $I( y) divisible by y. 
With these new variables, we will prove N(f) has the desired form. 
The first implication follows from the second. So we shall assume there is an edge 
on the right side with slope > 1 (possibly infinite) and derive a contradiction. As the 
edge immediately to the right of (D, E) has the greatest slope, we may use this one. 
Let (u,x, y) be the monomial valuation corresponding to this edge. We have 
-u(x)>u(y)zO. Now 
u(f) = Du(x)+Eu(y) = -D+D(u(x)+l)+Eu(y) I -D. 
So u(f)<0 and we can apply Proposition 1.8 to find H~C[x,y,x-‘,y-‘,F-‘1 with 
J(F, H) = 1. As in the proof of Theorem 1.12, we can replace H by HF’ so that 
J(F, H) = F’ and HE C[x, y,x-‘, y-l]. Now we will employ Proposition 1.3 with 
z=x, w=y, a=-u(y), b=u(x), i=D, j=E, s=O, a=xayb, F=x’yjO(u), 
H = xky’ Y(U) where k, I, 0, !P are defined by these equations. y = ib - ja = Du(x) + 
Eu(y)=u(f)<O. o,=a-b=-u(y)-u(x)>O; so case (a) fails. a,=i-j>O, so 
a,/y<O and cases (c), (d) fail. 
It remains only to rule out case (b). First suppose a#O. Then 
(02+o,M)/(-y) = [(i+Ma)-(j+Mb)l/[(i+Ma)(-b)-(j+Mb)(-a)] 
< [(it-Ma)-(j+Mb)l/[(i+Ma)(-a)-(j+Mb)(-a)] 
= l/(-a) 5 1; 
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so (02+ a]M)/(-y) < 1 and cannot be a positive integer. So case (b) cannot 
occur here. It only remains to consider a = -u(y) = 0. Here b = u(x) = -1. So 
(a,+ o,M)/(-y)= [i-(j-M)]/i. This can be a positive integer only if j-M=0 
and then C= 1. Here F= GxDyE(y-’ - c.Q)~ = 6xD(1 - ~y)~. However, u is the valua- 
tion u’ considered in the first paragraph of this proof and we note that Q(y)= 
6(1 -my)‘. This contradicts the assumption that y divides G(y). 0 
Proposition 1.14. Let (J; g) be a minimal counterexample to the Jacobian conjec- 
ture with N(f) as in Proposition 1.13. Then N(g) is a rational multiple of N(f). 
It is not an integral multiple and so both are integral multiples of a smaller poly- 
gon P. 
Proof. First we shall prove the proportionality. Since J(f, g) = 1, ((0, l), (LO)> c 
supp( f) U supp(g). This means ((0, l), (l,O)} c supp(h) where h is one of A g, f + g. 
The Jacobian of any two of these three is a unit and so we will assume f = h and 
g is either of the other two. Then, when we show N(g) is proportional to N(f), we 
will actually have shown all three polygons are proportional. In this way, we can 
assume ((0, l), (l,O)> C supp(f ). 
Let (u,x,y) be a monomial valuation which does not correspond to the origin or 
an edge along one of the axes for N(f ). This guarantees either u(x) or u(y) < 0 and 
since we have (O,l),(l,O)~supp(f), u(f)<O. Assume u(y)<O. (For u(x)<O, the 
proof is similar.) First consider the case u(x) >O. Since u(f)5 u(y) and u(g)5 0, 
u(fgx-‘y-l) = u(fy-‘) - u(x) + u(g) I 0- u(x) < 0 = u(l) = u(J(f, g)). 
So by Lemma 1.1, J(F, G) =O. Then by Lemma 1.2, the edge or vertex of N(f) 
corresponding to u is proportional to the edge or vertex of N(g) corresponding to 
u. Next consider the case u(x) = 0. Since u(fgx-‘y-l) = u(fgy-‘) = o(fy-‘) + u(g) 
and neither summand is positive, this quantity can have value zero only if f = 
yt,v, (x) + wz(x) and g = p(x). Here J(f, g) = - t,vl (x) p’(x) = 1 yields vi (x) E c and 
p(x) is linear. Then UZ[J;g] =UX[x,y], a contradiction. So u(fgx-‘y-l)<0 and as in 
the previous case we obtain proportionality. If u(x)<O, then we know F= axDyE, 
with D>E>O, and u(fgx-‘y-‘)s(D-l)u(x)+(E-l)u(y)5u(x)<O and again we 
obtain proportionality. Since these edges intersect the constant of proportionality 
cannot change. Finally, as we have proportionality for the boundaries of the poly- 
gons along a path clockwise from the y-axis to the x-axis and the polygons are con- 
tained in the first quadrant and contain the origin, the entire polygons must be 
proportional. 
Finally, if N(g) were in fact an integral multiple of N(f), then the highest degree 
term of g would be [(xDyE)“. Then we contradict the minimality of (-68) by pro- 
ducing a counterexample of lower degree, namely (f, g - /?f “), where p = [S-“. 0 
Remark. For the monomial valuation (u,x, y) with u(x) = 0 and u(y) = -1, F= 
yEp(x) where p(x) is a polynomial of degree D. Unlike the situation with x and y 
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reversed, we cannot conclude p(x) is a power of a single linear factor by combining 
Propositions 1.3 and 1.8. In fact, we cannot conclude anything at all about p(x). 
If x does not divide v(x), the left side of N(f) will simply be a horizontal line and 
will provide us with no information. On the other hand, if i > 0 is the highest power 
of x which divides p(x), the horizontal segment directly to the left of (D, E) will only 
extend from (i, E) to (0, E) and we will be able to exploit the path from the y-axis 
to (i,E). (If i=D, there is no upper horizontal segment.) Consequently, we shall 
want to assume x / v(x) and this can be accomplished via a change of variable. In 
fact, if p(x) has more than one linear factor, it may be useful to consider one 
Newton polygon for each factor. Each one will contain different information. 
Notation. For the remainder of this section and the second half of Section 2, we 
will assume {f, g} is a fixed minimal counterexample as given in Proposition 1.13. 
The quantities x, y, 0, E will also be fixed. 
In Section 2, we will use the full strength of Propositions 1.10 and 1.11. However, 
the case {z =x, w =y} will yield some immediate results about N(f) which we would 
like to present here. 
First we discuss the connection between the circle of valuations (u,x, y) and N(f). 
The edges of N(f) correspond to points on the circle; an edge corresponds to that 
point whose tangent line has the same slope as the edge and lies on the same side 
of the figure. The vertex between two edges corresponds to the arc between the two 
points corresponding to the edges. For example, (0,O) corresponds exactly to the 
(open) third quadrant of the circle while (0, E) corresponds to an arc which includes 
the first quadrant and half of the fourth quadrant. The left side of N(f) will cor- 
respond to all or part of the second quadrant. 
Now we regard r(u) as a function on our space of valuations which assigns to each 
valuation the appropriate approximation to g. (Deleting the third quadrant elimi- 
nates those valuations for which o(f) I 0.) In this setting, Proposition l.lO( 1) is a 
semicontinuity condition. Let us say that o,< ui if u2 is to the right of ul. (So ui 
corresponds to the larger angle in the usual circular measure.) 
Lemma 1.15. If u2< uI and they are separated by less than 180”, then ul(y)u2(x) - 
U,(X)U2(Y)>O. 
Proof. We prove this using case by case analysis. First note that the slope diminishes 
as you travel clockwise around the circle except at the two points where the slope 
is undefined. If u1(y)u2(y)>0, this gives -u,(x)/ul(y)> -uZ(x)/u2(y). Multiplying 
through by uI(y)uz(y) yields -ui(x)u2(y)> -uz(x)uI(y) and the desired inequality 
follows. If ui(y)u2(y)<0, the interval crosses one of the discontinuities of the 
slope function and so the slope inequality is reversed. (We need the 180” assumption 
here.) However, multiplying through by u1(y)u2(y) reverses the inequality and so 
we again get the desired result. If ui(y) =O, we are either at the point where 
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u1 (x) > 0, in which case u2 is in the upper half circle and so u2(y) < 0, or at the point 
where u,(x)<O, in which case q(y)>O. Either way, u,(y)02(x)-ul(x)u2(y)= 
-uI(x)u2(y)>0. The case u2(y)=0 is similar. 0 
Any vertex (i,j) of N(f), except the origin, corresponds to an open interval U of 
valuations to which we can apply Proposition 1.11. Note s = 0 here. If i >j, r(u) can 
add terms as u increases but not as u decreases. If i<j, the situation is reversed. Of 
course, by Theorem 1.12, i # j. Employing Proposition 1.10 to compare r(u) at an 
edge with the nearest valuations corresponding to the vertex (i,j) at one end, we 
see that T(U) can be shorter but only if either i>j and the vertex is on the right 
(clockwise) or i<j and the vertex is on the left. Let (m,n) be the first vertex (i,j) 
for which i >j and let 8 be the edge immediately to the left of (m, n). Let uw be the 
corresponding valuation. Putting together our observations, we see that z(u~) is the 
shortest approximation and as we proceed in either direction from &, r(u) may occa- 
sionally add terms. There is no reason to suspect there is any relation between the 
terms we add going left and the terms we add going right. 
So far we have not ruled out the case T(O) is constant. Here is where Proposition 
1.10(3) comes into play. Let t$, . . . , uz be valuations corresponding to the vertices 
(m, n), . . . , (D,E). (We are numbering from left to right. Note we may have k-0.) 
Let uo, . . . , uk be the valuations corresponding to the edges immediately to the left 
of these vertices. For any u,, u,(x) 5 0 and ul(y) < 0. Since we have u,(x’yj) < 0 and 
i >j, we must have u[(x) + u,(y)<O. Hence, if we let u = u, and u’= UT, the full 
hypothesis of Proposition l.lO(3) holds. Thus r(u:) contains more terms than does 
r(ut). More importantly, the last conclusion of Proposition 1.10(3) forces F,* to be 
a qth power for some q for which Ft is not a qth power where F,, F,* denote the 
obvious leading forms. Of course, all leading forms corresponding to valuations to 
the right of uI must now be qth powers. This is a strong restriction on N(f) but its 
full strength does not lend itself to a nice statement. There is one nice immediate 
theorem, however. 
Theorem 1.16. gcd(deg f, deg g) is not a prime number or 4. 
Proof. Let b =gcd(degf,deg g) and let deg f =ab. Certainly Fk must be an ath 
power. As xDyE= F; is a qth power for some q for which Fk is not, FT is an 
(ad)th power for some d > 1, Thus Fz = (~‘yj)‘~, where i >j I 1. Then ab = deg f = 
D + E= (i + j)ad and so b = (i+j)d. So b cannot be a prime or 4. 0 
Actually, it is easy to use a proof like this one to show that b must have at least 
(k+ 2) factors, but for some Newton polygons, k will equal zero. 
Remark. Abhyankar has communicated the observation that he earlier developed 
a stronger version of Theorem 1.16 - namely, gcdfp or 2p for any prime p. This 
strengthening can be proved in the manner used to prove Proposition 2.21 below. 
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2. The differential dy/f, 
In this section, we take a more geometric approach and build on the results of 
the previous section. Let f be any nonconstant element of c[x, y]. (Eventually we 
shall assumef is as in Section 1.) Let K denote the field C(f). Thus L will be a field 
of algebraic functions in one variable over K. Let C denote the abstract nonsingular 
curve associated to this function field. Now there is a natural birational equivalence 
between C and a curve C*C fP’(K) defined as follows: write K= C(t) where t is an 
indeterminate, then homogenizef(x, y) - t = 0 and let C* be the curve defined by this 
equation. The (natural) affine coordinate ring of C* is c(f)[x, y]. As this ring is 
a localization of C[x, y], it is regular and so C* is nonsingular in affine space. The 
points at infinity will usually be singular. By abuse of notation, we will refer to 
affine points and points at infinity of C. There is of course a l-l correspondence 
between affine points of C and affine points of C*. Hereafter, we shall mostly con- 
cern ourselves with C. We shall let dx, dy, etc. stand for differentials on C and we 
will denote partial derivatives by using subscripts, e.g., 4. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf g E C [x, y], dg = J(f, g) dy/f, = -J(f, g) dx/f. Zf [dy/f’] denotes 
the divisor associated to the differential dy/f, supp([dy/f’]) is contained in the set 
of points at infinity. So, if J(f, g) = 1, supp([dg]) IS contained in the set of points 
at infinity. 
Proof. Since f E K, df = 0. By the chain rule, g, dx + gY dy = dg andf, dx-tf, dy = 0. 
We can solve these two equations simultaneously to obtain dx and dy in terms of 
dg. The solutions are dy= (J(f,g))-‘fxdg and dx= -(J(f,g))-‘f, dg. The first 
statement follows immediately. Next we will show [dy/f,] = [dx/fY] has no poles in 
affine space. As [dx] and [dy] have no poles in affine space, it suffices to show f, 
and fY have no common zeros. But this is immediate since C* is nonsingular in 
affine space. To show that [dy/f,] has no affine zeros, we first note that f, and &, 
have no affine poles and so it suffices to prove that dx and dy have no common 
affine zeros. As C* is nonsingular in affine space, this is also immediate. The third 
sentence is a direct consequence of the first two. 0 
Remark. We can specialize C by replacing t by any complex number y. Then, the 
curve can have affine singular points. In fact, if fX(a, p) =&(a, /3) = 0 and we choose 
y = f ((x, /I), the curve will have an affine singular point at (a, p). It is easy to see that 
[dy/fX] must have a pole at any affine singularity; yet [dg] can never have an affine 
pole. Thus J(f, g) = 1 prohibits the specialization from having affine singularities. 
This suggests the following conjecture: If f (x, y) - y = 0 has no affine singularities 
for every y E c=, then there exists g E L with L = C(f, g). This conjecture implies the 
Jacobian conjecture though it may be stronger. 
Actually, this new conjecture can easily be generalized to any number of vari- 
ables. If f(x 1, . . . ,x,) - y= 0 has no affine singularities for every y E C, then there 
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exists g,, . . . , g,_,EL with L=c(f,g,,..., g,_ 1). The conjecture is true for n = 1 
since f, = 0 has a solution unless f is linear. This approach will not be considered 
further in this article. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose .Z(f, g) = O(g) E c[g] -C. Then supp([O]) is contained in the 
set of points at infinity. 
Proof. Let P be an affine point and let u be the corresponding valuation. Since 
dg = -0 dy/f,, we have o(dg) = u(O) + v(dy/f,). Also, letting 0’ denote the usual 
derivative of O(g), dO= O’dg and so v(dO) = ~(0’) + u(dg). Now assume PE 
supp([O]). Then u(dO) = u(0) - 1 and so 
-1 = u(dO) - u(O) = ~(0’) + o(dg) - (u(dg) - u(dy/‘)) = ~(0’) + u(dy/‘). 
By Lemma 2.1, o(dy/f)=O; so u(O’)=-1. But O’EUZ[X, y] is contained in the 
affine coordinate ring of C* and so u(@‘)L 0. This contradiction proves the 
lemma. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Assume A g E 0I [x, y] such that g - y is irreducible for each y in G and 
assume .Z(J g) = O(g) # 0. Then we may find f * E c[x, y] with J(f*, g) = 1. 
Proof. We induct on the degree of O(g). If deg(O)= 0, the result is immediate. 
Otherwise we employ Lemma 2.2 to obtain supp([O]) is contained in the set of 
points at infinity. Since C* is nonsingular in affine space, this says 0 is a unit in 
O(C*), the coordinate ring. Thus, for some h #O E C[x, y], Oh E c[f]. So Oh = 
n (f - ai). Let v be an irreducible factor of 0. Necessarily v, =g - y by hypothesis. 
By unique factorization, p 1 (f-a);) for some 0~;. Let f, = (f- a,)/~; then J(fi, g) = 
@‘J(f,g)= O/p. Since deg(@/q)=deg(@)- 1, we are done by induction. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose f - y is irreducible for each y EC. Then dy/fX is exact H 
there exists g E C [x, y] such that J(f, g) = 1. 
Proof. (-) is immediate from Lemma 2.1. To prove (*), first note that dy/f, exact 
implies Elh E L with J(f, h) = 1. Since dh has no affine poles in C*, h E O(C*). Thus 
there exists @(f)#OE(E[f] with hO(f)EG[x, y]. Now we have J(f,hO(f))= O(f). 
Letting f play the role of g in Theorem 2.3 and h@(f) play the role off, -f * is the 
desired element. 0 
The next result seems best placed here for continuity although the proof requires 
Theorem 2.19 below. This does not lead to a circular argument as Lemma 2.2 and 
Theorems 2.3-2.5 will not be considered again in Section 2. 
Theorem 2.5. Let f, g E c[x, y]. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) Zf .Wg)=l, then ~[f,gl=~b,~l. 
(2) Zf dy/f, is exact, then C has genus zero. 
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Proof. First consider the case where f - y is irreducible for all y E C. 
(1) * (2). dy/f, exact * Bg with J(A g) = 1 3 C[f,g] =C[x,y]. So L=K(g) and 
C is rational, hence genus zero. 
(2) 3 (1). J(f,g)= 1 3 dy/f, is exact * C has genus zero. Assume for the 
moment that C has a rational point; then genus zero * C is rational. So we have 
Bh with K(h) = L and we can choose h such that J(f, h) = 1. Then J(f, g - h) = 0 and 
so g - h is a constant. Since C is rational, g - h E K and so L = K(g). It is well known 
that proving equality of quotient fields gives the Jacobian conjecture. So it only 
remains to justify the assumption that C has a rational point. If dy/f’ is exact, it 
must have poles and it is a consequence of Theorem 2.19 below that each of these 
poles must be a rational point of C. 
Now suppose f - y is reducible for some y. Statement (1) is vacuously true since 
it is known J(f, g) cannot equal 1. On the other hand, if dy/f, is exact, as above, 
C must have a rational point. Thus K is its field of constants, contradicting the re- 
ducibility off - y. So (2) is also vacuously true. 0 
Now we want to determine when the differential dy/f will be an exact differen- 
tial. This is a very strong condition on f. One very simple observation is that all exact 
differentials have poles (since nonconstant elements do) while not all differentials 
have poles and in most cases of interest to us, dy/f, will not have one. To study 
this differential, we shall need to examine the points at infinity of C. This will be 
accomplished via an algebraic procedure. However, in essence, we are simply de- 
singularizing C* by blowing up. 
Definition. We say a monomial valuation (u,z, w) is positive if u(z) > 0 and u(w) > 0. 
Definition. If (u,z, w) is a monomial valuation and u* is any valuation on L such 
that u*(z) = u(z) and u*(w) = u(w), we say u* dominates (u,z, w). 
Lemma 2.6. Zf u* dominates (u,z, w) and h E C[z, w], u*(h)> u(h). 
Proof. Triviai. 
Notation. We let F denote the monomial valuation (Ui,X,,yi). 
Definition. Let W; be a monomial valuation and let W;+r be one of the following 
monomial valuations: 
(A) (~,,x;/Y;,Y~); 
(B) (u,,Xi, Y;/X;); 
(C) (Ui+,,X;+y_Y;y_Yi) where Y#OEC and U;+l(Xi+~~yi)>Ui+I(yi)=Ui(yi)=Ui(X;). 
Then pi+, is an alteration of Vi (of type (A), (B), (C) respectively). 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose u dominates a positive monomial valuation W;. If of ui, 
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then there is a unique positive monomial valuation “y;:+, such that v dominates 
T,+I and %+I is an alteration of F. 
Proof. There is always precisely one alteration each of type (A) and (B) respec- 
tively. AS vi+l= , v. in these cases, v will dominate q+,. However, the type (A) 
alteration will not be positive unless vi(Xi) > o;(y;) and the type (B) alteration will 
not be positive unless Vi (yi) > Vi (xi). If either inequality holds, a type (C) alteration 
is impossible. So it only remains to show the existence of a unique type (C) alteration 
dominated by v in the case vi(xi) = u;(_Yi). 
Since v # ui, there exists h E C[xi, yi], with Vi(h) < v(h). AS Vi depends only on the 
degrees of monomials, we can replace h by its homogeneous component of least de- 
gree. Then h may be factored into a product of linear polynomials. This allows us 
to conclude Vi(h*) < u(h*) for some linear factor h* of h. As h* cannot equal xi or 
yi, we may assume h*=Xi + yy, for some nonzero y. Thus we may construct our 
type (C) alteration by choosing Xi+, =xj+yyj and v~+~(x~+~)=V(X~+~). 
Finally, if y*#y, v(x;+ y*yi)=v(x;+1 +(v*-y)y,)=V(yi) since u(y;)<V(Xi+r). 
Thus no other type (C) alteration will be dominated by u. 0 
Definition. A resolution for a valuation u is a sequence of positive monomial valua- 
tions W;, W,, . . . such that v dominates each q, ‘Vj+r is an alteration of W, for each 
i, and the sequence is infinite or u= v, for some n. (We assume v#u,_r.) 
Remark. By Lemma 2.7, Vr will determine a unique resolution for u. 
Lemma 2.8. Let VI, ‘V2, . . . be a resolution for a valuation v. Let h EL. Then, for 
some N, v,,(h)= v(h) for all n?N. 
Proof. First consider the case hEC[x,,yl]. As a=[X;,yi] c C[xi+r,y,+,] for each i, 
h EC[X,,Y~] for each i. If the resolution is finite, the lemma is immediate. Other- 
wise, note that for alterations of types (A) and (B), we have 0< Ui+l(xi+ r y;+r)< 
V;(X;yi) and so there cannot be infinite sequences which do not include type (C) 
alterations. So we may assume there are infinitely many alterations of type (C). Next 
we claim that if W;+r is a type (C) alteration of “y, then v,(h) I u,+,(h) with 
equality precisely when u,(h) = v(h). Assuming the claim, as v(h) - u,(h) is finite, 
we must eventually achieve equality and moreover get the condition Vi(h) = v(h) for 
all i > m for some m. So, for any h EL, we can write h as a quotient of two poly- 
nomials in C[x,, y,] and choose N large enough to get the correct values for both 
numerator and denominator. 
It only remains to prove the claim. As vi+l dominates x, the inequality is im- 
mediate. As v dominates “yl+r, we must get equality in the desired case. So it 
remains to assume u;(h)< v(h) and prove strict inequality. Write h as a poly- 
nomial in C[xi,yi] and let h, be the homogeneous component of least degree. So 
Vi(h) = V; (ho) < ui (h - ho) 5 ui+ 1 (h - h,). Necessarily, V; (ho) < u(h,). AS in the proof 
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of Lemma 2.7, we factor he into a product of linear polynomials and obtain a 
linear factor h* such that o;(h*)< u(h*). As Xi+l is the only linear polynomial with 
this property (up to constant multiple), we can assume h* =xi+, . So u;(h,)< 
u,+,(h,) and therefore oi(h)<ui+r(h). 0 
Theorem 2.9. Let u be an essential valuation of C such that v(x) >0 and u(y)<O. 
Suppose W, , W,, . . . is a resolution of v with x, =x and y1 =y-‘. Then this resolution 
is finite. In fact, it terminates at the first integer n for which v,,(f) =O. We shall 
call this the natural resolution of v. The analogous result holds with v(x)<0 and 
x1 =x-I. 
Proof. First we write f = (y,“)h for some positive integer m and some h E C[x,, yl]. 
By Lemma 2.8, there exists a least n for which u,(h)= u(h). We will obtain the 
theorem by showing u = u,. Since u is an essential valuation of C, it is trivial on K 
and so o(f)=O. Of course, u(yl)=u,(yl)~vi(yl)~u(y,) for every i and so this is 
also the least n for which u,(f) = 0. Suppose u # u,. Then the resolution continues 
beyond W, and as in the proof of Lemma 2.8, there must be another type (C) alter- 
ation ‘Z$+, of ‘I$ with kzn. Assuming k is chosen minimally, uk = u, and so we 
may assume k=n. Since y,,hE@[x,,+,,y,+,] and (u,,x,+r,yn+r) is a monomial 
valuation, we can write y~=~,y,C+,+x,+,o,+yl, and h=a,y,C+,+x,,+,o,+y?, 
where 01,02~c and ~I,~~,v~I,~~E~[x,+~,Y,+~I, ~,(~,),u,(v~z)>~u(Y,), and 
~~Y,+,)=MYJ (Here ~;Y:+~+x~+~ oj are the on-leading forms of yy and h.) 
Since 4+I(x,+I o1 +~,)>mo(y~) and u,+r(y,)=u,Jyr), we must have cx,#O. Thus 
there exists a complex number /3 such that a, /?+ a2 = 0. Then u,,+,(/Iy~ + h)> 
mo(y,). However, u(f+/?)=O, so u(yy(f+p))=mo(y,). As yr(f+/3)=h+Pyr, 
we have u(h + /?yy) < u,, ,(h +Pyr), which contradicts the assumption that u domi- 
nates V, + 1. The theorem is thus proved. 0 
Our next objective will be to show how this resolution can be used to compute 
u(dy/f0. 
Proposition 2.10. Suppose the monomial valuation (v, z, w) is an essential valuation 
of C with u(z)#O. Then u(fw)=-v(w). 
Proof. Express f = ~18 with p, 8 E C[z, w]. Let @‘, 0 be the o-leading forms of (D, 0 
respectively; so we can write v, = @ + q* and B = 0 + 8*. If h is any monomial in 
C[[z, w], clearly either h,=O or u(h,)=o(h)-u(w). Thus u(&)>u(q)-u(w) and 
u(e:)> u(e) - u(w). We compute 
f, = e 389, - 90,) 
= e-2[(o~,-m,)+(o~~-~*o,)+(e*~,-~e,*)~ 
=e-%1+~2+~3i 
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for simplicity. Clearly both u(I,v~) and u(y/s) are greater than o(0)+ u(v)- u(w) 
while either v/i = 0 or u(r//,) = ~((3) + u(p) - u(w). We claim I+V, #O. In that case, 
o(fJ = u(e~%+Vr) = -u(B) + u(p) - u(w) = u(f) - u(w) = -u(w). 
It remains to prove the claim. If O@,- @O,= 0, then (Q/O),,, = 0 and so 
(@/O)EC(Z). Write (@/O)=(h,/h2) with hr,h,~C[[~]. So h2@=h,0. This equa- 
tion gives equality between the u-homogeneous components of each side and since 
@, 0 are homogeneous, we can assume hr, h2 are homogeneous. As u(z) #O, they 
must be monomials of the same degree and so (G/O) E C. So we can write @ = ~0. 
Then u(rp - ~0) > u(e) and so u(f- y) > 0. But u(f- y) must equal zero. This contra- 
diction proves the claim and so the proposition. 0 
Theorem 2.11. Let u be an essential valuation of C with v(x) # 0 and u(y) < 0. Let 
w,, ee.9 V, be the natural resolution of u and let 
n-l 
e = C ~k+~(xk+~)-u~(x~+~). 
k=l 
Then u(dy/‘) = u(x) + u(y) + e - 1. 
Proof. We assume u(x) > 0; the alternative case can be proved via an almost 
identical proof. By Lemma 2.1, for any g, we have dg = J&f, g) dy/f, and dg = 
JXfl,,fl(f,g) dy,,/f,. So by the chain rule, we get dy/f=JXn,,&x, y)dy,&,. Since 
u( y,) #0, u(dy,) = u( y,) - 1. By Proposition 2.10, u(fX,) = -u(x,). 
The next step is to compute JX,,Jx, y) by the chain rule and note that the 
value of a product is the sum of the values. Thus u(J,,,Jx, y)) = u(J~,,~,(x, y)) + 
c u(J++,&+, (xk,yk)). Since y, =y-l and x1 =x, u(J,,,,,(x, y)) = u(-yr2> =2u(y). 
Now Jxx+,.Yk+, (xk, yk) =yk for a type (A) alteration, xk for a type (B) alteration, 
and 1 for a type (C) alteration. In all cases we have u(JXk+,,,,+,(xk, yk)) = 
uk(xk Yk) - uk(xk+l Yk+l). Noting that u k (Y k+l)=uk+l(yk+l) for each k, We obtain 
c ~(J~A+bYk+I (xk,yk)) = c [Uk(Xkyk)-Uk(Xk+Iyk+l)l 
= h(X1yl)-h(Xnyn)+~ [uk+l(xk+l)-"k(xk+l)l 
= U(X)-u(y)-o(x,)-u(y,)+e. 
So we combine to get 
u(dy/f,) = ?-U(Y) + u(x) - U(Y) - VW - u(Y,> + e+ u(Y,> - 1 - (-~(x,N 
= u(y)+u(x)+e-1 
as desired. 0 
Next we want to relate the points at infinity of C to N(f), the Newton polygon 
off. If u is an essential valuation of C corresponding to a point at infinity, then 
u dominates a unique monomial valuation of the form (uO,x, y) where either u&x) 
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or u,(y) is negative. Let F be the u,-leading form off. If F were a monomial, we 
would have u(F) = u,,(F), so us(f) = u(f) =O. As we assume (0,O) EN(~), we have 
FE C. But then u(f-f(O, O))>O, contradicting the assumption that u is an essential 
valuation of C. Consequently, supp(F) must be an edge of N(f), not a vertex. The 
slope of the edge is always given by -u(x)/u(y). We will assume N(f) is not a 
straight line. (Otherwise, f is a function of a single monomial and none of this is 
very interesting.) It is then clear from the polygon whether u(x) or u(y) or both are 
negative. Precisely, if i=x-deg(f), the clockwise path from (0,~) to (i, q) will 
account for the poles of y and if j=y-deg(f), the counterclockwise path from (r, 0) 
to (s,j) will account for the poles of x. Note that [L : K(y)] = i and so y will have 
precisely i poles and i zeros, counting in the usual fashion. What we shall ultimately 
show is that these occur exactly where the polygon suggests they should occur. Pre- 
cisely, if (a, b)-(c,d) with a<c is an edge suitable for a pole of y, it accounts for 
exactly (C-Q) poles of y. Necessarily, it then accounts for (d-b) zeros of x (or 
(b-d) poles if d< b). The plan for the proof is to give (c-a) poles as an upper 
bound and then to notice that we can only get i poles if every edge attains the 
maximum. 
Lemma 2.12. Let Wk+, be an alteration of W, and h E C[xk, yk]. Let H, denote the 
ui-leading form of h for i = k, k + 1. Assume Hk is a monomial. Then Hk+, is a 
monomial. Moreover, if the alteration is of type (C), supp(Hk+,) = {y,“,,} for 
some d. 
Proof. Suppose Hk = ax~y~ and h* = h - Hk. Since uk+ 1 (Hk) = uk(Hk) < uk(h*) I
uk+l(h*), Hk+t will be the uk+r- leading form of Hk. Thus we reduce to the case 
h = Hk. For alterations of types (A) and (B), monomials in C[xk,yk] are also 
monomials in C[xk+r, yk+,] and so the result is clear. So consider a type (C) altera- 
tion with x k+l=Xk+yYk. Then h=aXkmYkn=a(Xk+l-YYk+l)“ykn. As uk+,(yk+d< 
uk+l(xk+,)> ffk+l =+d”Y,m,:“. 0 
Lemma 2.13. Let v be an essential valuation of C with u(x);+0 and v(y)<O. Let 
“y, . . . . W, be the natural resolution of u and let K * be the residue field correspon- 
ding to v. Suppose h E C[x,,y,] is yrf if u(x)>0 and (xty,)“f if u(x)<O. Let H be 
the v,-leading form of h and r =x,,-deg(H). Then [K* : K] v,(y,,) I r. (We will even- 
tually see, Theorem 2.14, that equality holds.) 
Proof. Let @ denote the on-leading form of hf -’ (either yr or (xi yr)“). First con- 
sider the case n # 1. Since u # v, _ 1, V, is a type (C) alteration of W, _ , . By Lemma 
2.12, @=ay,d. If n=l, u(f)=0 and so necessarily v(x)>O. So @=yr. In either 
case, since F= @‘H, r=x,,-deg(F). 
We turn our attention to K*. We will use the same symbols for elements in L and 
their images in K*, but will use = for equality in L and = for equality in K* to avoid 
any confusion. The equation defining C, f(x, y) = t, implies F= t. Let v, be any non- 
zero element in K*. Then there are v,-homogeneous elements p,, v)~ E C[x,, y,] with 
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u,(p,) = u,(v)~) and v, =cpr/~~. Multiplying numerator and denominator by some 
power of x, if necessary, we may assume u,(y,) divides u,(v,). Let q = u,(y?,)/u,(y,) 
and set 19, =yiqq, and t$ =Y;~v~. Then 8,, 19~ are nonzero elements of K* and 
p = 0,/&. Now each 0; (and also F) is a u,-homogeneous element of C[x,, yn, y;‘]. 
Next let z = x,U,(~~)Y; “AJ The only monomials in C [x,, yn, y;‘] with value zero are . 
nonnegative powers of z and so each Bi E C[Z]. Clearly then K* = C(z). NOW 
z-deg(F)=r/u,(y,) and so [K*:K]u,,(y,J<r. q 
Theorem 2.14. Let (u,x, y) be a monomial valuation with u(y) <0 which corre- 
sponds to an edge (a, b)-(i, j) of N(f) with i > a. Then the number of poles of y 
(counted in the usual way) whose valuations dominate u or a positive multiple of 
u is precisely (i - a). Moreover, the inequality deduced in Lemma 2.13 is an equality. 
Proof. We shall actually prove that the number of poles is less than or equal to 
(i-a). Then, to get the correct total number of poles, we must have the maximum 
for each edge. If b=j, we cannot use the techniques developed in this section. In 
this case, u(x) =O. Here F=ybx”(o(x) where p(x) has degree (i-a). Suppose y is a 
root of V(X) and k is the highest power of (x- y) which divides p(x). Regarding f 
as a polynomial in x- y and y, we get a new Newton polygon which we denote 
N*(f). It is easy to see that the perimeter, travelling clockwise, follows a path 
upward from (0,O) to (k, j), then along a horizontal edge to (i, j), and finally returns 
to (0,O) along the same path as N(f ). By showing that y can have only k poles for 
which u(x- y)>O, which is what we accomplish by handling the non-horizontal 
edges, we see that the horizontal edge can account for at most (i-a) poles. Thus 
we may assume b#j and u(x) 20. 
If u(f) =O, u is an essential valuation of C and so the only one which dominates 
itself (or a positive multiple). It accounts for [K*: K](-u(y)) poles. By Lemma 2.13, 
as -u(y)= u(y,), this product is bounded by x-degH=x-deg F=i. Also, since 
u(f) =O, the origin must lie on this edge and so (a, b) =(O,O). So a=0 and i-a=i; 
this case is proved. 
Now assume u(f)<O. Let u* be an essential valuation which dominates u (up to 
positive multiple) and let Vi, . . . , W, be the natural resolution of u*. Choose k mini- 
mal such that W,,, is a type (C) alteration of W,. Observe that Vi, . . . , Wk is a 
sequence of alterations of types (A) and (B) and so is independent (up to positive 
multiple) of the choice of u*. Choosing h =yrf or (x, yl)“f as in the earlier proofs, 
and letting Hk be its uk-leading form, Hk = ~~xfyza)(x~, yk)with a E C, p, q E Z, and 
~7 homogeneous and not divisible by either x, or yk. It is relatively easy to see that 
the degree of p is (i-a)/(-u(y)). (The idea is that rp corresponds to the change 
along the edge, the total x-change is (i-a), and it occurs in increments of (-u(y)) 
while y is changing in increments of u(x).) Necessarily, xk+i must be a root of p. 
SUppOSe m iS the highest power of xk+, which divides (0. In order to obtain our 
result, it suffices to show that the number of poles of y corresponding to this par- 
ticular choice of xk+ 1 is bounded by m(-u(y)). With yk+i =yk, u* dominates a uni- 
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que monomial valuation (ok+ r,xk+ r, yk+ i). Writefas a quotient of two polynomials 
in c=[xk+r, yk+r]. By Lemma 2.12, we can assume the leading form of the denomi- 
nator is a power of yk+, (for u* or any other valuation giving xk+r a higher value 
thanyk+r). By Proposition 1.9, fis a limit of elements of C[Xk+l,yk+,,X~~1,yk:1] 
and so, inasmuch as y has only finitely many poles, there is a single elementf* which 
approximates f up to an element of positive value for u* and any similar valuation. 
As the leading form of the denominator was a power of &+r, we actually have 
f*~C[x~+r,y~+r,yk:,]. We can safely choosef* so that e~supp(f*) * uk(8)i0. 
Then, as both xk+r and yk + 1 have positive values, we must have f * E C [xk + 1, y;i ,I. 
Letting z=xk+r and w=(yk+r)-’ , f*EC[z,w] isapolynomial. Sinceu*(f-f*)>O, 
we observe that u* is also an essential valuation of the generic curve of f* 
(f *(z, w) = t). So o* corresponds to one of the edges of N(f *) which yields poles 
of w. In fact u* will correspond to one of the edges along the path from (0,~) to 
(m,d) for some c,d as those edges to the right of (m,d) correspond to valuations 
u’for which u’(z)<-o’(w). Now o*(y)=o*(y,)u(y) SinCe u(yk)=l. Also u*(w)= 
-u*(yk); thus u*(y)=u*(w)(-u(y)). In order to show y has at most m(-u(y)) 
poles of this type, it is enough to show that w has at most m poles corresponding 
to the path from (0, c) to (m, d). So, if the theorem holds for the appropriate edges 
of N(f *), it holds for N(f). So we simply repeat the process until we reach the 
u(f) = 0 case. As resolutions are finite and we are actually resolving the same valua- 
tions throughout, the process really does terminate. To see the last statement in the 
theorem, simply note that unless every inequality is actually an equality, we will get 
too few poles. 0 
We now have the ability to analyze the points at infinity of C. We restrict f so 
that (f, g) is the minimum counterexample to the Jacobian conjecture discussed in 
Section 1. There are infinitely many choices for the pair (0, E), which seems to pre- 
clude a case-by-case proof of the Jacobian conjecture. However, if we are willing 
to accept a bound on the degree off, the number of pairs becomes finite. For each 
such pair, there are only finitely many possible Newton polygons for f. For each 
N(f), there are only finitely many ways to resolve the points at infinity. What we 
wish to learn is what constraints the counterexample property places on N(f) and 
the information we obtain via the resolution process. These constraints rule out 
almost all possibilities. Unfortunately, this requires an ad hoc case-by-case pro- 
cedure and so a computer search. We shall find some possibilities which are not 
inconsistent with the counterexample property and these will be considered in 
Section 3. 
Some constraints on N(f) were developed in Section 1. The primary constraint 
we shall consider here is the requirement that [dg] = [dy/f,] must have a pole. We 
will focus on the resolution of those valuations corresponding to poles; we will learn 
more about r(u) during this process. We begin with a result both nice and easy. 
Theorem 2.15. If v is an essential valuation of C with u(x)<O, then u(dg)?O. 
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Proof. On the right side of N(f), the slope is always positive and 5 1. SO 
u(y) 2 -u(x). Applying Theorem 2.11 with the variables reversed, we obtain 
u(dg) = u(x) + u(y) + e - 12 e - 12 0. The last inequality follows since e is the sum of 
(at least one) positive integers. q 
Our next objective is to learn how the approximations t(ui) vary along a resolu- 
tion. Since our topology depended on the choice of variables, the notation r(u) is 
a bit ambiguous. (r(Y) would actually be more precise.) However, note that the 
change of variables {xk,yk} + {xk+r,yk+,} which we encounter in the resolution 
process preserves leading forms of polynomials for any of our monomial valuations. 
Thus A, will be the same for (u,xk,yk) and (u,xk+r,yktl). So it makes sense to say 
s(uk) = r(uk + 1) if uk = uk+ 1. It remains to consider the situation when wk + , is a type 
(C) alteration of wk. To understand this case, we think of uk as the mOnOmid 
valuation (uk,xk+r, yk+t). In this way, uk and uk+r live in the same topological 
space; we have some hope of applying Propositions 1.10 and 1.11. Now we analyze 
the resolution process and determine when the hypotheses of these theorems hold. 
In light of Theorem 2.15, we restrict our attention to those essential valuations for 
which u(y)<O. 
Lemma 2.16. Zf %$+l is a type (C) alteration of %$, then JXk+,,Yk+,(f’ g) has leading 
form ,8(yk + ,)’ where p # 0 E C and 
k-l 
s-t 2 = (u(x) + u(y) + e”)/u(yk) for e” = iFI ~i+l(xi+l)Pui(xi+l)~ 
Proof. Let x,=x and yO=y. By the chain rule, 
J ,_,,,+,(f,g) = J(f,g) ii, Jx,,y,(Xi-~~Y;~l) 
1 Jxk+I,,+l(xk’yk) 
= (l)(x)(l), 
where x is a product of monomials, each occurring in C[x,, y,] for some is k. By 
Lemma 2.12, the leading form of x in C[xk,yk] is a monomial and so, applying 
Lemma 2.12 again, the leading form in C[x k+ r, yk+ r] will be a constant multiple of 
a power of yk+l. It remains to compute s. Certainly, su(yk+,)=u(Jxk+,,Yk+,(~g)). 
The right-hand side equals u(x) + u(y) - u(xk) - b(yk) + e’. (See proof of Theorem 
2.11 for computation.) As u(yk+ ,) = u(yk) = u(&), the formula follows. 0 
Remark. It is harmless to assume P= 1. 
Notation. For the next few results (Lemma 2.17 and Theorems 2.18, 2.19), we 
let z=x,+, and w ‘yk+r. We restrict our attention to those monomial valua- 
tions (t/z, w) which have the property u’(z), u’(w)>0 and we define or < u2 if 
ul(w)uZ(z) - ul(z)u2(w)<0. This coincides with the notion of order we get going 
counterclockwise around N(f *) where f * is as in the proof of Theorem 2.14 and 
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is consistent with Lemma 1.15. So uk is maximal among all valuations in the space 
for which D(Z)LU(W). The number s will be that given by Lemma 2.16. 
Lemma 2.17. Let (u’,z, w) be a monomial valuation such that uk+, 5 v’< uk where 
ok+, is dominated by v, an essential valuation of C with v(dg)<O. Suppose 
zi wj E supp(F’), where F’ is the v’-leading form off. If u’= ok+ I, assume z’wj is 
chosen so that i is maximal. Then i(s + 1) -j< 0 and (s + 1) u’(w) + u’(z) < 0. 
Proof. First we consider the case u’= uk+r. In general, for any type (C) alteration 
W,,, of “v,, if m is the highest power of xy+, which divides the leading form off, 
then ~,+l(f)-Mf)~ml~,+l(xr++Mxt+l)l. F or an alteration in the resolution 
of IJ with t > k, necessarily msi. (This last statement necessitated the maximality 
condition on i.) As u(f) = 0, this yields 
Noting uk+i(w)= uk(w) and simplifying, we have i(e-e’)L-iuk(z)-jUk(w). As 
u(dg) cannot equal -1, -l> v(dg)= u(x)+ o(y)+e- 1 by Theorem 2.11 and so 
e< -u(x) - u(y). Combining inequalities, 
i(-u(x)-u(_v)-e”) > i(e-e’) 2 -iuk(z)-juk(w). 
By Lemma 2.16, s+2= [u(x)+ u(y)+e”]/u(y,). Substituting, i(s+2)v(yk)<iu&)+ 
j,+(w). NOW ~(yk)=&(z)=uk(w)>o and so i(s+2)<i+j. Thus i(s+l)-j<O. 
(The first desired inequality!) This implies s + 1 <(j/i) and so 
(s+l)uk+l(w)+uk+l(z) < (j/do k+l(W)+ uk+l(z) = (l/i)Uk+l(f) 5 0, 
giving the second inequality. 
Now we consider 0’ with uk+r <of< uk. Let Fkil be the uk+r-leading form off 
and let xayb be the element in supp(Fk+i) used in the first paragraph. From the 
first paragraph, we know s+l<(b/a) and s+l<-(~,+~(z)/u~+r(w)). The desired 
inequalities will follow by transitivity if we can show (b/a)5 (j/i) and -(uk+i(z)/ 
ok+l(w))<-(u’(z)/u’(w)). Since uk+r < u’, the second holds by definition. We must 
prove the first. If a= i and so b = j, it is obvious. Otherwise, as zawb E supp(F,+,), 
aok+l(z>+bUk+1(W)~iDk+1(Z)+jDk+1(W); So (a_i)Uk+l(Z)+(b-_j)Uk+1(W)IO. As 
(a-i><0 and uk+r(w)>O, (b-j)/(a-i)z-u k+l(z)/ok+l(w). Similarly, as auk+r(z)+ 
buk+r(W)sO, -Uk+I(Z)/Ukil(W)?b/a. So (b-j)/(a-i)zb/a. As a(a-i)<O, 
a(b -j) I b(a - i); so -aj I -bi. Finally, as a, i > 0, we have j/i 2 b/a, which is the 
desired inequality. 0 
Theorem 2.18. Assume ok+, is dominated by v, an essential valuation of C for 
which u(dg)<O. Let Fk+, = Q1, G2, . . . . Qr = Fk be the leading forms off for valua- 
tiOnS corresponding to a path of edges from Fkil to Fk (possibly r = 2). For each 
t 2 2, there exists an integer q such that Qr+ 1 is a 4th power and Qr is not. If 
uk+ 1 # v and Fk+l does not have the form vwC(zwd - CO)‘, the result also holds for 
t=1. 
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Proof. The idea is to apply Propositions 1.10 and 1.11. Certainlyf, g have the LDM 
property for u, and this property is preserved by alterations. Thus f, g have the 
LDM property for (uk,xk,yk) and also for (I/Z, w) when u’<uk. The property 
actually fails at the point (ok, z, w) but is not required to apply Proposition l.lO( 1) 
at this point. We also have ws is the u/-leading form of J(f, g) for all u’< uk. Using 
the inequalities we proved in Lemma 2.17, Proposition 1.10(l),(2), and Proposition 
1.11 tell us that if ~~+~~u’<u”lu~, then r(u”) = s(u)) + to, where 7’ may contain 
additional higher value terms. We could also apply Proposition 1.10(3) except that 
we do not know if u’(w) # 1 or u’(f) <O. (In Proposition 1.10, it is assumed that 
u’(z) and u’(w) are relatively prime. So we must interpret the condition u’(w) # 1 to 
mean u’(w) does not divide u’(z).) As u’ decreases, u’(z)/u’(w) increases and 
so u’(f)/u’(w) increases. Thus it attains it’s maximum when u’= uk+,. Since 
uk+,(f)<O, we get u’(f)<0 for all u’>uk+,. Also, for u’>ukcl, if zi*wj* is the 
support of the u’-leading form off, necessarily i* > 0. So, by Proposition 1.10(4), 
the hypothesis u’(w) # 1 is unnecessary here. Thus, for t 2 2, the theorem holds. Now 
we must handle the t = 1 case. Since uk+i #u, we have uk+t(f)<O. Then Proposi- 
tion l.lO(4) yields the desired result. 0 
Theorem 2.19. As usual, W,, . . . , W, is the standard resolution of u. Let 
t-1 
Then 
e”(t) = C ui+~(xi+J-ui(xi+d. 
i=l 
(1) z(u,)=O H e-e”(t)+u,(f)=O and u(g)<O. In this case, ift<k, z2 does not 
divide Fk. 
(2) In particular, 7(u) = 0 e u(dg)<O. 
(3) Let deg(f)/deg(g) =p/q with gcd(p, q) = 1. Assume 7(uJ #0 and T(uk+l) =O. 
Let u*, with uk+,<u*< uk, be maximal with respect to s(u*) = 0. Then F*= 
zr w’O(z’ wb) where N= a deg(O) f r is a multiple of p, 0 is a product of unrepeated 
linear factors, r=O or 1, c<O, and u*#u. Moreover, if u*= uk+,, u(g) = 
[q/(p+q)][a(s+l)- b] while if u*#u~+~, u(g) = [q/(p + q)] [a(s + 1) - b]/a. Also, 
alp or alq, and if a does not divide q, then r=O and uk+l=u*. 
Proof. (1) Note that e”(k) =e” and e’(n) =e. Looking at the resolution process, 
we see that if zm is the highest power of z which divides Fk, e”(k+ 1) -e”(k) I 
uk+ l(f) - uk(f) 5 m(e” (k + 1) - e’(k)). The first inequality is an equality precisely 
when m = 1. This inequality says that the function p(t) = e - e’(t) + u,(f) is non- 
decreasing. Also n(k+l)>n(k) if z2 divides Fk. Since sup{ n(t)} =n(n) = 0, if 
n(t) =0 and k> t, z2 cannot divide Fk. This gives the second statement of (1). Next 
note r(u,)=O H J,,,,,(f,g))= u,(fgx,plyrpl). Expanding the left-hand side as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.11, this equality is just 
u(x) + U(Y) - u(x,) - u(Y~) + e” (0 = u,(f) + b(g) - u(x,) - u(x). 
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(We use u in place of ut for elements where valuations must coincide.) By Theorem 
2.11, u(dg)=o(x)+u(y)+e-1 and so t(u,)=O H u(dg)=e-e”(t)+u,(f)+u,(g) 
- 1 =,~(t) + u,(g) - 1. The right-hand side of this equation is a nondecreasing func- 
tion of t and equals u(g) - 1 when t = n. Now u(dg) 2 u(g) - 1 with equality precisely 
when u(g)#O. So r(ut)=O @ u[(g)=u(g)#O and p(t)=O. 
Now suppose t is minimal so that t(u,) = 0. Necessarily V, is a type (C) alteration 
of ‘V_ I and we let t = k + 1 and use our familiar notation. Now choose u’< uk maxi- 
mal with respect to Y(u’) =O. We can choose u”> u’ such that z’wj= supp(F”)C 
supp(F’) and supp(G”)~supp(G’). Since r(u”)#O, we must have G”= Ye. 
Noting that r(u”) is a truncation of T(uk), which is itself a truncation of r(u,), 
we see that d= q/p. Thus u’(g) = do’(f)lO. Now for any u*, uk+] I u*5 u’, we 
have u*(Jz, ,(f, g)) = u*(fgz-' W’). In considering u*, we hold u*(w) constant, 
allowing u*(z) to not be an integer. Then, as u*(J,,,(f, g)) and u*(w) are constant, 
u*(fz-‘) + u*(g) must be constant. Both of these quantities are nondecreasing as 
u* decreases; hence they must be constant. So ~~+~(g) =u*(g)sO. Since ul(g) = 
u(g) #O, we obtain u(g) <0 and so one direction of (1). 
Conversely, suppose u(g) < 0 and p(t) = 0. If t = n, we have ul(g) = u(g) and we 
are done by the first paragraph. Otherwise, choose ks t minimal with respect to 
vk+ 1 iS a type (c) dteratiOn Of wk. Since T(U,) = r(Uk), it suffices to show r(uk) =O. 
Since p(k) = 0, we know that z divides Fk but z2 does not. Thus Fk cannot have a 
(q/p)th power since q/p is not an integer. But if r(uk)#O, Gk mUSt be a (q/p)th 
power of Fk. So T(u~) = 0. 
(2) This is just the t = n case of (1). 
(3) u* is the valuation u’ discussed in (1). Let zr be the highest power of z which 
divides F*, the leading form, and let zN be the highest power which divides a term 
of F*. As seen in the earlier proof, the highest power of z which divides a term of 
G* is zNq’p and so p 1 N. On the other hand, we can write F*=z’~“@(z~w~) with 
r>O, a>O, and 6<0. Similarly we write G*=z’wjY(zawb) and exploit the equa- 
tion J(F*, G *) = w’. Expanding, and letting u = Z“ wb, we have 
Z 
i+rp1 wJ+‘-‘[(rj-ci)O(u)Y(u) 
+ (rb - ca) u@‘(u) Y(u) + (uj - bi) u@(u) Y’(u)] = ws. 
so 
(rj- ci)O(u) Y(u) + (rb - ca) u@‘(u) Y(U) + (aj - bi) u@(u) Y’(u) 
= Z1-i-rWs+l-j-c 
and we may consider the exponent of z. If rj - ci = 0, r = i = 0 and a = 1. If rj - ci # 0, 
r + i = 1. Either way, we have r = 0 or 1. As no linear polynomial in U, except u itself, 
divides the right-hand side of the equation, the same is true of the left-hand side. 
So O(U) has no repeated roots. Next we show that c<O and u*#u. If r#O, then 
there is another edge below this one and so there is a valuation o^< u* such that 0 
is dominated by an essential valuation of C. Since O(f) 10, u*(f)<0 and so c<O 
and u* # u. If r = 0, then c < 0 implies u* # u and so we need only rule out the case 
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r = c = 0. In that case, rb - ca = 0 and so O(u) divides the left-hand side of the equa- 
tion given by the Jacobian condition. This means O(u) is a constant and then so is 
F*, which is absurd. 
It is clear from the proof of (1) that 
u(g)/u(w) = u*(g)/o*(w) = (q/p)u*(f)/u*(w). 
Then, as u*(J(f, g)) = u*(fgzP’wdl), 
II* = u*(zws+‘) = @+l)u*(w)+u*(z) = [(s+l)a-b][u*(w)/a]. 
So u(g) = [q/(p+q)][(s+l)a-b][u(w)/a]. If u~+~=u*, then u is one of deg(O) 
essential valuations which dominate u* and must account for a deg(O) zeros of w. 
Since u(w) must be a multiple of a, we must have u(w) =a. If vk+i #u, then r= 1 
and z-deg(F,+,)=l. Thus v~+~ accounts for a single zero of w and so u(w)= 1. 
Since v(g) is an integer and gcd(a, b) = 1, a 1 q. Finally, note that if r= 1, there is a 
valuation corresponding to this bottom edge (whether or not that valuation is ok+ r) 
and so a / q anyway. There is a symmetry involving F* and G * and if i = 1, CI 1 p. Of 
course, if i= r= 0, then a = 1; so a / p and a 1 q. The proof is now complete. q 
Definition. A n-resolution for v is obtained as follows: Begin with a resolution 
vi, .“, %< for u. If ok+1 is a type (A) or (B) alteration of vk, delete Vk+t. Then 
reSCak each remaining valuation uk so that the value group is Z; i.e., divide uk by 
gCd(vk(Xk), uk(_vk)). Then reindex the sequence of valuations so that we can describe 
it as Vi, . . . . “y, as before (new n). 
Hereafter, we will work with 7c-resolutions. They contain all of the information 
of a full resolution and can be computed more naturally. In order to determine the 
correct value group of v, in the usual resolution, one must know v beforehand. In 
computing the rc-resolution of an essential valuation corresponding to a particular 
edge, u, will be the natural valuation corresponding to that edge. 
We can abstract one step further and consider possible resolutions (really 
n-resolutions) of an edge of a Newton polygon without specifying the actual poly- 
nomial. To see how to do this, let us recall how the resolution process works. The 
edge determines the valuation ui. After a suitable change of variables, we find a 
polynomial f * as in the proof of Theorem 2.14. There is a path L7* along N(f*) 
from the w-axis to a particular vertex and the essential valuations of the original 
curve C. v2 is determined by one of the edges along this path. We continue by 
finding another polynomial f **, an appropriate edge of N(f **), and then u3. After 
a finite number of steps, the process terminates. Thus the resolution is determined 
by N(f), N(f*), N(f**), etc. and requires no direct knowledge off. 
So we could begin with N(f) and select an edge; this determines vl. Up to a per- 
mutation of @, which we can ignore, there are only finitely many possible factoriza- 
tions of the leading form off. For each root of this leading form, the multiplicity 
determines the crucial vertex of N(f*). The number of choices for n* is now finite. 
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And so on. Though there is much branching, the entire process is ultimately finite. 
Now suppose {J g> is our minimal counterexample. Let deg(f) =p[gcd(deg(f), 
deg(g))] and deg(g) = q[gcd(deg(f), deg(g))]. Then, by Proposition 1.14, there is a 
polygon P such that N(f) =pP and N(g) = qP. There is no difference whatsoever 
between resolving an edge of P and resolving the corresponding edge of N(f) or 
N(g) until we reach a valuation uk such that r(uk) = 0. For example, there will be 
a path P* such that I7*=pP*. We will work with P. At each step, we will also need 
to know the leading form of J,,,(f*,g*), which is the same as the leading form of 
J,,,(J g); this is provided by Lemma 2.16 and does not depend on (p,q). 
We are now ready to describe the search procedure. Fix a vertex (A,B), A > B. 
The nonhorizontal or ascending portion of the left side of P will be a path from the 
y-axis to (A, B). We consider all possible convex paths and try all possible ways to 
resolve the edges. For a given resolution, three things can happen: We can find a 
pole of [dg], we can get a valid resolution without a pole, or an attempted resolution 
can fail by contradicting one of our results. The counterexample requires a complete 
family of resolutions, all of which are allowed and at least one of which gives a pole 
of [dg]. We do not actually carry out every possible resolution; we simply go as far 
as we need to see which of the three possibilities occur. 
Next we will offer a few propositions needed in our search which are consequen- 
ces of what has gone before. Then we shall prove gcd(deg(f), deg(g)) > 15 by hand 
and conclude with more substantial results obtained via a computer search. 
Proposition 2.20. Let v be an essential valuation of C and suppose X~E~[Z, w] 
occur in the resolution process for v. (Notation as in Proposition 2.14.) Assume 
r(uk_ ,) #0 and (pi,pj) is the critical vertex of N(f) needed to resolve u&, and 
(qi,qj) is the corresponding vertex of N(g) with gcd(p,q) = 1. Assume ws is the 
vk-leading form of J,, ,(j;, 2) and ok(f) < 0. Let ol = -[(l + s) uk(w) + v&)] and 
r?,=i(l+s)-j. Then 
(1) If T(uk)=O, 8,-i>O. 
(2) Zf u, 5 0, [dg] will not have a pole at v. 
(3) Let zpcwpd be the highest degree monomial in the v,-leading form off *. If 
o1 > 0 and either uk(w) # 1 or uk does not correspond to the leftmost edge of N(f), 
then (d - c( 1 + s))/uk(f^) E Z+. 
Proof. Let a= -uk(w) and b= u,(z); so a, b>O, uI =a(1 +s)- b, and v&)= 
ib- ja. We let y = uk(j;). In the notation of Proposition 1.3, tiZ will be 6,+ alM 
since it represents the large degree end of the leading form we will generally consider. 
(1) We employ Theorem 2.19. As ti2 - i = si - j, the claim is j/i < s. If (PC, pd) is 
a vertex of N(f^) to the left of (pi, pj), d/c > j/i and so if we can prove d/c < s, neces- 
sarily j/i<s. So we can safely assume zp’wpj is the highest degree term of F* (nota- 
tion as in Theorem 2.19). There are monomials in F* and G* whose product is 
z(~+~)‘w(~+~)~, namely the highest degree terms, and also monomials whose pro- 
duct is zwS+l since J(F*, G *) = w’. Consequently, there is an integer T such that 
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(p+q)‘=aT+l and (p+q)j=bT+(s+l). Multiply the first equation by j, the 
second by i, and then subtract. This yields 0 = -yT- h2. Since a ) p or a 1 q, a< 
p+q-1 and so (p+q)i=aT+l * T>i. So c?,-i>8,-Tz&+yT=O. 
(2) Recall 2 = x,, w =y;l, and J(f, g) = J(x 2). As JXk,Yk(z, 4 = -w*, 
J,,,,,(Ag> = -ws+*=y;s-2. By Lemma 2.16, this last equation yields -su(yk) = 
u(x) + u(y) + e’(k), where e”(k) is as in Theorem 2.19. Since we have a ;rc-resolution, 
u(yk)=au(yk+r) and eO(k+l)=e”(k)+(b-a)v(y,+,). so 
since o,zzO. By Theorem 2.11, o(dg) 2 -1. Then u(g)?0 and [dg] cannot have a 
pole at u. 
(3) First we employ Proposition 1.8 to find an approximation g, to g. As in the 
proof of Proposition 1.10, we can find a t such that (E)‘G, is a polynomial and 
J(E (@G,) = w’(F)‘. Now Proposition 1.3 applies and the result will follow im- 
mediately if we can show that case (b) is the only possibility. Since oI >0, case (a) 
fails. Letting i*, j* be the i, j of Proposition 1.3, 
rs2 2 o2 - i*a,/a 
= i*(l+s)-j*-(i*(l+s)-i*b/a)= i*b/a-j* = y/a? y. 
As y < 0, a2/y E Z+ can only happen if o2 = y. Looking at the inequality chain, we 
see that this happens only when i *= 0 and a = 1. However, this is ruled out by 
hypothesis and so cases (c) and (d) also fail. q 
Notation. We now wish to consider a rr-resolution ‘VI, . . . , W, so that n is minimal 
with respect to t(u,) = 0. As we want to consider the entire sequence rather than 
just one uk at a time, we will distinguish between quantities by using subscripts. We 
let &k= (dk,ek)-(ok,&) be the edge corresponding to uk. Recall the variables here 
are xk and y; r . Let ak = u&k) and bk = uk(xk). Set hfk = (& - ek)/ak = (Dk - dk)/ 
bk > 0. We let Sk be the exponent of ykl in the leading form of JXk,Y,l(f, g). Also, 
olk=ak(l +sk) - bk, o2k=dk(l+sk)-ek, &zk=Dk(l+Sk)-Ek, and yk-Dkbk-Ekak= 
dkbk-ekak. 
Since we are starting with P, rather than N(f), (d,, e,) may not be defined; this 
poses no problem. Note a, > bl but for k> 1, ak< bk. Also, sr = 0 and, as noted in 
the proof of Proposition 2.20(2), Sk= -(s+2), where s is the exponent which 
appears in Lemma 2.16. 
The next proposition is really a sequence of lemmas culminating in the result we 
want-Proposition 2.21(10). Statement (2) will also be re-used. 
Proposition 2.21. With the above notation, we have for all appropriate k, 
(l) o,k>O, 
(2) sk+l =Olk, 
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(3) 62k - 02k = DlkMk, 
(4) Yk=-dk~lk+ak~2k, 
(9 82 k+ls82k-o2k+Yk? 
(6) e2;k+ls82k, 
(7) &>I, 
(8) If gZk>O and Yk=-1, then d&>ek, 
(9) If +=I, then 6,k>5. 
(10) 6.2, >7. 
Proof. (1) This is just Proposition 2.20(2). 
(2) As in the proof of Proposition 2.20(2), -Sk u(yk) = u(x) + u(y) + e”(k) and 
-Sk+lU(~k+l)=~(X)+U(~)+eo(k+ l). Since &?“(k+ l)=e”(k)+(bk-ak)U(Yk+l), 
-sk+lu(Yk+l) = -SkU(Yk)+(bk-ak)U(_Yk+l). As u(Yk)=akdYk+l), Sk+l=akSk- 
(bk-ak)=glk. 
(3) 62k - (T2k = Dk(sk + 1) - Ek - (d&k + 1) - ek) = (& - dk)(Sk + 1) - (Ek - ek) = 
Mkolk. 
(4) yk = bkdk-akek = bkdk-ak(Sk+l)dk+ak(Sk+l)dk-akek = -dk(Tlk+akC&. 
(5) &k+ 1 is an edge of a polygon Pk+ 1. SillCC Ol,h&>O, (3) shows that (52,k+l 
is maximized if &,&+l is the rightmost permissible edge. So we assume &k+ 1 is 
that edge. Thus (&+1, ’ ’ ’ Ek+ 1) 1s the critical vertex of Pk+ 1. Then &+ 1 <ktk and, 
aS uk+, would eqUd v,+ if ak= bk=l, &+I -Ek+l = uk(f) = Yk. Thus, C&+1 = 
Dk+l(1+~k+l)-Ek+l=Dk+lSk+l+Yk~Mk~lk+Yk=82k-a2k+Yk. 
(6) %Ke yk<o, (4) yields (T2kz yk/ak? yk. So -o2k + yk< 0 and the inequality 
now follows from (5). 
(7) By Proposition 2.20(l), we must have s2,, -On>0 and so 8,,>1. So, by (6), 
&k> 1 for all k. 
(8) If (T2k >O, d,#O and so there is an edge &* to the left of &k. The lower end 
of &* must have a uk-value greater than yk. So, if Yk = -1, the lower end must be 
the origin. Let v* be the valuation corresponding to c?* and suppose v* occurs in 
the resolution process for an essential valuation of the curve. Then u*(f) =0 * v* 
is an essential valuation. As o,k>O, oi(u*) = -u*(xk)(l +s,) - u*(y;l)>O and 
computing as in the proof of Proposition 2.20(2), we obtain u*(dg) < 0. Necessarily, 
by Theorem 2.19, r(v*)=O. But then, r(uk_l)#O and r(v*)=O * u*(f)#O, a con- 
tradiction. So &* cannot be part of the resolution process for an essential valuation. 
(This is conceivable because Pk is only proportional to N(f *).) In this case, con- 
sider the portion of N(f *) corresponding to & *. Since we do not have propor- 
tionality, we can apply Proposition 2.20(l) and obtain the desired result. 
(9) Assume false and choose 62k minimal among counterexamples. Since bk > ak 
(k#l) and b&-a&k<O, 8 2k-&=Dk-&<O; thus k#n. Noting 82,k+,<&, 
we can replaCe k by k + 1 if elk = 1; so we may assume (Sik > 1. This forces ak 2 3. 
By Proposition 2.20(3), yk 1 82kand so by (4), as yk?-5, a,,??-1. If yk=-82k, (5) 
yields &k+ 1 5 1, contradicting (7). So Yk must be a proper divisor of 82,; thus 
ykz- 2 and o,,?O. 
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First consider yk= -1. Since dk/ek<Dk/Ek, dk- ek<O and (8) yields a,,lO. 
Thus c& = 0; then -1 = yk = -dka,k contradicts o,k > 1. So we must have yk = -2 
and &k= 
1 
4. Now o2,k+ 15 2 - (S2k. Necessarily &k+, = 2, which forces o2k = 0, 
CJlk=2, !,&=2, Dk+,=2, and Ek+,= 4. Since 62k-Dk+,=0, k+l#n and we must 
proceed further. As we need 82,k+2 -2, oI,k+,=yk; SO &+l=l. But then bk+,> 
ak+, implies yk+, 2 O-a contradiction. 
(10) We assume b2, I 7 and derive a contradiction. Since a portion of P, lies 
along the y-axis, y,I-~~5-2. Also, by Proposition 2.20(3), yk 1 fizk. First we 
claim a, < 4. For, if a, L 4, yk< -4 and so necessarily yk = -82k. Also (4) gives 
02k~ -1. So by (5), 822 I 1. This contradicts (7) and so the claim is shown. Next we 
claim G,, = 1. Since s, = 0, this is true unless a, = 3, 6, = 1, and oll = 2. Since crll is 
even and a, is odd, (3) and (4) yield 02, is even if and only if 8,, is even if and only 
if y, is even. Clearly cr2, 2 -2. If cr2, L -1, the requirement cY2*> 1 forces y1 to be a 
proper divisor of 82,. Since y1 5 -3, we must have yl = -3 and &, = 6. Since one is 
odd and the other is even, this is impossible. If 02, = -2, we must have yl = 
-6= -e2,. Here e2*~2. To obtain equality, we need D,=M, =4 and E2 = 10. We 
cannot stop since 2 - 4 < 0. Since 4,10 are even, we must have y2 = -2 = --Gz2. To 
obtain e2s = 2, we need 022 = -2, a2 = 1, and so b2 = 2. Thus s3 = G,~ = 1 and we are 
done by (9). 
So we are reduced to the situation cr,, = s2 = 1. So we are done by (9) provided 
822~5. As ~~12, ~~~2-3. Thus, if yk=-82,, (5) gives 82213 as desired. So yl is 
a proper divisor of e2,. Hence y, 2 -3 and so 02, 2 -1. Also y, I -2, s2, 5 6, and 
so G22<6+1-2=5. 0 
Proposition 2.22. El 14. 
Proof. Assume E, 13. First consider the case d, = 0. Then a, 1 y, and a, 1 D,. Since 
y, divides b2,, a, 1 r?,, =D,-El. Thus a, divides E, . Since a, > 1, we must have 
a,=E,. Since y,<O, e,>O and so El-e,s2. So M,12. Now 8,,>0; so 0< 
M, a, -E, = (M, - l)a, and Ml = 2. Thus (D,, El) = (6,3) and (d,, e,) = (0,l). We ob- 
tain 15~~ = 1, a contradiction. 
So d, ~0. Since a side of P, lies along the y-axis, this gives e, >l; hence e, =2 
and E,=3. Then b,=l, a,=D,-d,, and y,=d,-2(D,-dl)=3d,-20,. Since 
y, 1 b2,, we have O< -y, I&~,, i.e., 0<2D,-3d,sD,-3. So d,>2 and a,,>O. If 
F, is the leading form off corresponding to G,, F, is a pth power and no higher 
power. If we let u be the valuation corresponding to the edge to the left of G,, then 
the u-leading form F off is also a pth power. Let u’ be a valuation corresponding 
to the vertex (d,, 2). Then we may apply Proposition 1.10(3) to the pair {u, u’} and 
note that T(U)) must have strictly more terms than r(u) while Proposition l.lO(2) 
says r(u,) = T(u’). The divisibility remark in Proposition 1.10(3) now contradicts 
the observation that F, and F are both precisely pth powers. 0 
Notation. There are three vertices of P of primary interest: the vertex (D,, E,) of 
the last several results, the vertex to the immediate right of the ascending portion 
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of the left side, and the upper right vertex. We actually have no further use of the 
first and it is most convenient to designate the second as (D,,E,) hereafter. In most 
of the low degree examples, they coincide and the previous results are always true. 
We designate the third as (D,E). Earlier, we used this notation for the correspon- 
ding vertex of N(f) but our primary concern is P. 
Theorem 2.23. gcd(deg(f), deg(g))m 16. 
Proof. We know E,14 and 
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homogeneous polynomials such that J(F, G) = w’. Necessarily, there must be 
monomials F, G in the respective supports with FG = ZW~+‘. The product of the 
highest degree monomials is (z’Pv~)~‘~, where i,j are determined by the process. 
If a = uk(w) and b = uk(z), there is an integer B such that i(p + q) - 1 = bB and 
j(~ + q) - (s+ 1) = aB. Since a, b are relatively prime, there is exactly one solution for 
each (p + q). However, since a 1 p or a 1 q, we are only interested in those solutions 
for which a<p+q- 1. Moreover, if az(p+q- 1)/2, the pair (p, q) will be deter- 
mined by this divisibility. We submit without proof the possibilities for some of the 
smaller cases. 
Theorem 2.25. Zf (Q,E,)=(12,4), (p,q) =(3k+ 1,2k+ 1). 
If (D,,Er)=(15,6), (p,q)=(5k+2,2k+l) or (4k+3,k+l). 
If (D,,E,)=(20,5), (p,q)=(4k+1,7k+2), (Sk+2,3k+l), (3k+2,4k+3), (6k+4, 
k+l), or (2k+l,k+l). 
Zf (Dt,E,)=(21,7), (p,q)=(3k+1,5k+2), (6k+2,2k+l), (2k+l,k+l), (5k+3, 
3k+2), or (4k+3,k+l). 
If (~,-w=(21,9), (P,4)=(7k+w+l). 
If (D,,E,) = (24,8), (~47) = (5k+ 2,2k+ 1). 
Zf (D,, E,) = (24,9), (p, q) = (8k+ 3,5k+ 2), (7k-c 5,4k+ 3), (5k + 2,2k+ l), or 
(4k+3,k+l). 0 
Corollary 2.26. If deg(f), deg(g) are both less than 100, then we must have 
(deg(f ), deg(g)) E {(64,48), (75, SO), (84,56), (99,W). 0 
These are precisely the four exceptional cases obtained by Moh [3]. He disposes 
of them by hand, using a reduction of degree technique. We have no nice way to 
handle these cases. 
3. An example 
The purpose of this section is to consider the nature of possible counterexamples 
permitted by Sections 1 and 2. The pairs (D,,E,) which I studied were (12,4), 
(36,9), and (42,7). While much can be said about the original polynomialsf, g, there 
are simply too many parameters to allow us to really see what is going on. 
First consider (12,4). The polygon P has vertices (O,O), (0, l), (12,4), (4k, 0) where 
k= 1 or 2. I assumed the k= 1 case (the easier one) and also took deg(f) = 48, 
deg(g) =64. The leading form corresponding to the edge (0,3)-(36,12) must be 
JJ~(x~~-/~)~ with p#O. Actually, by change of variables, we can assume /?= 1. Set 
z= (x4y -p). When we resolve the edge, we obtain new variables z, w so that y = 
w4 + terms of higher value and the relevant part of our new polygon is (0,1)-(l) 2)- 
(9,12). (The corresponding path of N(g*) is (0, l)-(12,16).) The edge (1,2)-(9,12) 
represents two points at infinity with u(z) = 5, u(w) = -4, u(y) = -16, u(x) = 4, and 
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u(g) = -4. The edge (0, l)-(1,2) represents one point at infinity with u(z) = 1, 
v(w)=-1, v(Y)=-4, u(x)=l, and o(g)=-1. The edge (36,12)-(12k,O) of N(f) 
represents one point at infinity. The corresponding residue field has degree 12 over 
Cc. We can compute u(dY/f,) = 1. So we may remark that a divisor in the canonical 
class has degree 2(-5) + (-2) + 12 = 0 and the curve C has genus one. 
In order to get the proper resolution of the edge (0,3)-(36,12), we have 
f =y3(a 
10 
,2,9z9+a,2,10z +-~)+y3x(a,,,~z9+-~)+Y3X2((W,,,~z8+~~~) 
+Y3x3(a$,J~7 + -“) +Y*((r&j+ **‘) +Y*x(a,,,$ + *“) 
+y2X2((Y6,525+**‘)+y2X3(~5,4z4+“’)+y(~,,3z3+”’) 
+yx(a3,*z2+~~~)+yX2(~2,1Z+~~~)+yX3(~l,lZ+~’~)+(~0,O+“‘) 
+x(a_,,,+ ++X2(a_2,0+ . ..>+ e.*. 
On the other hand, the edge (36,12)-(12,0) forces 
f = x’2(y 12,,2U12+~,2,13U’3+**~)+X11(~ll,llU11+~~~) 
+ X1o(Ylo, 10 u lo + ~~~)+~~~+X(y,,,u+~~~)+(y,,,+~~~) 
+yx(y_,,~+~~~)+y(y_2,~+~~~)+y2x(y~3,~+~~~)+~~~, 
where u = x2y - 6, 6 # 0, and as before we can assume 6 = 1. (Since we have two 
variables, we are allowed two such assumptions.) These two representations deter- 
mine each other and in fact, it can be shown that f is a linear combination of six 
polynomials, which we may designate 0, e2, r5J3, p,@, q. Similarly, g is a linear com- 
bination of 10 polynomials - these six plus e4, 8*yl, @, v. 
There are some constraints on our choice of linear combinations forf. To actually 
get the correct Newton polygon and not one inside it, the coefficient of e3 must be 
nonzero. Also, to insure that we get the desired three poles of g, it is necessary that 
a,2,9X2 +a7,5x+a2,1= 0 have distinct nonzero roots. Finally, multiplying f by a 
nonzero constant will not affect [dg]. So we are really looking for potential counter- 
examples in a collection of pairs (f, g) parametrized by an open subset of P5 x P9. 
It is relatively easy to insure u*(dg) = u*(dY/f) for each pole u* of dy/f,. The 
difficulty is obtaining v(dg) = 1 for the lone zero u of dY/f. In fact, for this speci- 
fic example, it proved to be impossible. Unfortunately, the reason for the failure, 
more equations than unknowns, does not convincingly rule out other potential 
counterexamples. 
Alternatively, we take a more geometric approach and employ Riemann-Roth. 
Let u,, u2, u3 denote the three poles and let A denote the space of differentials D 
such that r+(D), u2(D)> -5 and u3(D)> -2. Since the genus equals one, dim(A) = 
12. Also, if A* is the subspace of exact differentials, dim(A*)=8. It then would 
appear that imposing four conditions on a differential D in A would force it to be 
exact. But it is not clear how to obtain the four conditions. In general, the codimen- 
sion of A*=2(genus) + (# of poles -1). The pole conditions are simply that dy/f, 
can have no residues. These can be converted into equations, though not linear ones. 
The genus conditions seem harder to quantify. 
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What is particularly intriguing however is the observation that we can choose f 
from an open subset of a 5-parameter family and need only meet four conditions. 
On the other hand, when we try to select (J; g) so that u(dg) = 1, we must solve 15 
quadratic equations in 13 variables. (13 = 9 + 5 - 1; we lose one variable as replacing 
g by g - af does not affect dg. The number 15 is not so easily explained.) Yet 
Theorem 2.5 tells us that the two problems are equivalent. This seems to suggest that 
the inability to find a counterexample here is not simply a case of more equations 
than unknowns but rather due to some obstruction related to the genus conditions. 
The study of (36,9) and (42,7) was less rewarding and there is no need to detail 
that here. The following appraisal seems justified. If we can see how dy/fX varies 
on a family of curves, we might be able to make further progress. However, if we 
cannot do this, or develop some new trick, the methods of this paper should lead 
no further. 
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